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FOREWORD
This work was supported by the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,
NASA, Huntsville, Alabama, under 'ontracts NAS8-20397 and NAS8-19. The
contract monitor was Robert M. Huffaker of the Aero-Astrodynamics
Laboratory.
ABSTRACT
A summary of a spectral absorption coefficient measurements program is
presented. The data are for H2O vapor in the 1 to 8 micron region over
the temperature range 575 to 1250 degrees Kelvin at pressures up to 1
atmosphere. Foreign gas broadening by H2 , CO, and CO2 is included. An
index to the available spectra is reproduced as an appendix.
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Determination of the radiant energy emitted by the exhaust plume of a
rocket engine is an important factor in the design of a vehicle engine
system. This determination regi1ires an aerothermodyr_amic plume model
which will specify the local pressure, temperature, and composition at
any point in the plume. In addition, the radiative characteristics of
the exhaust species must be known. NASA has developed a computer program
which calculates the radiant energy emanating from an exhaust plume model
for single- and multiple-engine configurations. In this calculation,
band-model parameters are used in a modified Curtis-Godson approximation
to describe the radiative characteristics of the various exhaust species.
Theseband-model parametera are determined from spectral absorptance
measurements made over a variety of optical depths and temperat>>res by
methods desc-ibed in the literature (Refs. 1 and 2).
This report describes spectral absorption coefficient data collected on
H2O over the tem-peratime range 575 to 121;0 degrees Kelvin at pressures of
0.1 to 1 atmospheres and path lengths up to 1 meter for the 1.4, 1.8, 2.7,
and 6.3 micron bands. Effects of foreign gas broadening by H 2 , CO, and
CO2 have been included. An index to the data, which is available from
NASA,* is presented as an appendix.
These data, in addition to those available from other NASA programs,
serve as a basis for determination, of band model parameters. For this
purpose the spectral data have been averaged over 25 cm 1 intervals.
The complete set of averaged data are also available from NASA.
* For further information on availability, contact R. M. Huffaker,







Figure 1 is a photograph of the spectrometer taken during assembly
and serves to show the general arrangement of the various components.
A schematic diagram of the optical system is shown in Figure 2.
The greybody source is an electrically heated graphite rod mounted in
an argon-purged, water-cooled housing. The source was operated at a
brightness temperature of approximately 1900 K. Figure 2 shows that
the instrument can be operated in a double-beam mode. However, for the
subject program, the instrument was operated in a single-beam mode
entirely. Optical chopping is performed between the greybody and the
it	
sample cell so that steady-state emission from the rot cell or its
contents does not contribute to the a-c signal output of the detector
and is, therefore, not passed by the a-c processing electronics.
The furnaces used to heat the absorption cells can accommodate path
lengths up to 30 cm in length. To obtain a one-meter path length,
cells were multiple passed as shown in Fig. 3.
Wavelength dispersion was obtained with a McPherson Model 213, one-
meter, Czerny-Turner monochromator. This monochromator, which can
accommodate gratings with a width up to five inches, has bilateral
slits adjustable from zero to two millimeters, and is capable of a
spectral •.•esolution on the order of 0.1 cm-1 at 4000 cm 1.
Radiation leaving the monochromator exit alit was focused on a PbS
detector by an on-axis elliptical mirror providing image reduction of


































































Figure 3. Arrangement for Multiple Passing of Absorption Cell
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image reduction, was used to focus radiation on a PbSe detector. The
PbSe detector is housed in a dewar and cooled to liquid nitrogen temp-
eratures.
Mechanical Features
The spectrometer was constructed on a four-by-eight foot cast iron
surface plate weighing 2000 pounds. Its surface is flat to within
0.002 inch. The massiveness of the surface plate eliminates adverse
effects on experimental data which might be caused by vibration or
shock. To eliminate effects due to temperature variations, the furnace
enclosure is water cooled and the laboratory is air conditioned at a
constant temperature. The entire instrument is enclosed and purged
with liquid nitrogen boil-off to eliminate CO 2 and minimize H2O absorp-
tion in the optical path.
Grating-Filter-Detector Selection
Two gratings, two detectors, and a number of filters were used in
various combinations to isolate various spectral regions in the 1.0 to
8.5 micron range spanned in this program. By experimentation, a grating,
grating order, filter and detector combination was selected for each
portion of the spectral range to be covered so as to maximize both the
signal-to-noise ratio and the spectral resolution. Care was taken in
the selection of each combination to insure that it passed only radia-
tion of the desired frequency and eliminated unwanted lower or higher
orders of other frequencies. Table I lists the combinations that were
used in covering various portions of the 1.0 to 8.5 micron wavelength
range. The wavelengths at which silicon, germanium and indium arsenide







GRATING - FILTER - DETECTOR CUMB INATIONS UM IN
VARIOUS WAVELENGTH REGIONS
Wavelength	 Grating	 Grating
(microns)	 (Blaze Wavelength)	 Order	 Filter	 Detector
1.2 - 2.1 3 µ 1 Silicon PbS
2.1 - 3.1 3 u 1 Germanium PbS
3.1 - 3.5 12 u 3 2.8 µ Long Pass PbS
4.0 - 5.5 12 µ 2 Indium Arsenide PbSe
5.5 - 7.1 12 µ 1 Indium Arsenide PbSe





Conventional electronics were used to amplify and record the data.
Greybody radiation was optically chopped at 400 cps to produce an a-c
signal at the detector for stable amplification. The amplified signal
was synchronously rectified by slaving in both frequency and phase the
electro-mechanical chopper in the recorder amplifier to the optical




The gas handling system assembled for this program is shown in block-
diagram form in Fig. 4. The system is constructed primarily of copper
and stainless steel components. All parts of the system which are
exposed to H2O are maintained at a minimum temperature of 110 C to
prevent condensation. A liquid nitrogen cold trap prevents vacuum
pump contamination by H 2O, CO2 , or CO. During foreign gas broadening
studies, the subject gases were allowed to remain in the mixing tank
for several minutes before being admitted to the absorption cell.
Absorption Cells
Two types of absorption cells were used in the investigation and they
are illustrated in Fig. 5.
The "0-Ring" cell, in Fig. 5a, was used with either CaF 2
 (long wave-
length cut-off approximately 9 microns) or sapphire (long wave-length
cutoff approximately 5.5 microns) windows. These windows were two inches
in diameter. A vacuum tight seal was achieved with pressure-filled
inconel 0-Rings plated with gold. Two path lengths (effective cell
length) were available: 7.62 and 26.0 centimeters. These two cells














The cells suffered from the disadvantage that their temperature could
not be recycled, i.e., when cooled they began to leak. In fact, when
cooled to room temperature, the windows generally cracked. The 7.62
cm cell operated satisfactorily over the entire temperature range.
The 26 cm cell was not usable above 1200 K since its stainless steel
center section was oxidized by H2O at an appreciable rate at this
temperature. The inside of this cell has since been plated with
nickel in an attempt to eliminate this oxidation.
The "Kovar" cell (Fig. 5b) was constructed using commercially available
sapphire-kovar seals which were electron-beam welded to a Kovar ring
and inconel center section. Two cells were constructed, one having a
10 cm path length with one inch diameter windows and the other having
a 25 cm path length with two-inch diameter windows. These cells could
be temperature cycled without developing leaks. However, they were
not used above 900 K because of the short predicted lifetime of the
sapphire-kovar seal above 1200 K.
Pressure Measuremen
Pressure measurements were made with a standard mercury manometer in
conjunction with a differential pressure transducer. The bellows
section of the transducer was heated to 120 C to prevent condensation
of the water sample. The bellows were balaaced to an electronically
indicated null position by pressurization with nitrogen gas. The
nitrogen pressure required to balance the bellows was then determined
from the manometer readings.
Temperature Measurement
Temperature measurement was by means of chromel-alumel thermocouples
which were spot welded to various points on the absorption cells.
Conversion of the voltage readings to temperature was accomplished
using the tables supplied by the thermocouple manufacturer. Calibration
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The purpose of the data reduction procedure is to convert the analog
signal obtained from the spectrometer to the absorption coefficients for
H2O. The general flow of data during this procedure is outlined in
Fig. 6. The numbered boxes indicate intermediate stopping points in
the procedure.
The transmission of a particular gas sample in the absorption cell was
obtained by taking a point by point ratio of gas spectrum to background
spectrum. The necessary data was obtained by scanning the region of
interest with the absorption cell evacuated (background spectra) and
then repeating the scan with the cell filled to the desired pressure
(sample spectra). The information needed to align the two scans in
wavelength was incorporated into the analog signal by shorting the in-
put to the recorder at the beginning and end of each scan. The wave-
length calibration was obtained by comparing spectra obtained in this
program with spectra published in the literature (Ref. 3). Once a
particular grating had been calibrated, the wavelengths observed agreed
with the tabulated values to ± 0.2 cm-1 throughout. The analog tapes
were coi.verted to digital tapes suitable for computer input by a
digital fnalysis encoder referred to as DIANE. This instrument is a high
speed multi-channel digital voltmeter with digital tape output. Due to
the high sampling frequency (10,000/sec) it was necessary to reduce the
number of data points by several techniques. A primary reduction by a
factor of 32 was accomplished by recording the analog tapes at 1 7/8 ips
and playing it into the DIANE at 60 ips. The second reduction was done
by a computer program known as QPCH which was written specifically for
this problem. QPCH was used to convert the digital tape containing 312
points per Second of spectrometer scan into punched cards containing
approximately 15 points per wavenumber scanned. The QPCH sample
reduction factor i , se(I for a given run t!nri a ffluzction of wavelength acid
sca , rite and was varied from run to run to obtain a data r!,te of air ro::-
imntely 15 points per wavenumber. This rate was selected as a workable
compromise between resolution and the bulk of punched cards prodlice(I.
;PV also provides a printed listin- of the digital values for use in
locating t?-e start and end of each r m. Each card punched was identifies'.
serially and by run number.
After both the spectrum and background had been transferred to punched
cards, they were processed by the data integration program, DIP-1. This
program computed the point by point transmission and absorption coeffi-
cient tables for each spectrum. The absorption coefficient and absorp-
tance were then integrated over 25 cm-1 intervals centered about multiples
of 25. For example, the integral denoted by 3850 cm 1 is the result of
integrating from 3837.5 to 3862.5 cm 1. The average absorption coeffi-
cient and equivalent width (i.e., integrated absorptance) of each
interval was printed and punched on cards for further processing. Cathode
ray tube plots of absorption coefficient versus frequency were also pro-
duced for each 100 em 1 interval of the spectrum. The averaged absorption
coefficients for 25 cm' intervals are superimposed to demonstrate the
results of averaging. Some typical absorption coefficient plots are
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Spectral and Averaged Absor p tion Coefficients for	 _1
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Figure B.	 Spectral and Averaged Absorption Coefficients for 	 _1
50 cm of x 20 at 305 C, 7.62 cm path, 3900 to 3575 cm
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RESULTS
The primary objective of this program was to obtain the absorption coef-
ficients of 1:20 vapor as a Pinction of pressure, path length, and -^ampera-
ture. A range of values for each of these variables is necessary to allow
the determination of the band model parameters. For this purpose a total
of 560 spectrometer runs were processed including several press-res for
each of the path lengths and temperatures indicated in Fig. 9. A few runs
were nade at 980 C for comparison with high temperature data obtained at
General Lyna-nics/Convair (Ref. 4). A complete set of data was not obtained
at 900 C 'or the 100 cm path because of reaction between the cell body and
the water vapor.
In the corm of punched cards the complete set of spectral data occupies
106 boxes of cards. These cards contain the digital values corresponding
to the spectral intensities observed wlien operating the spectrometer in
a single-beam mode. To make these spectra available to other investiga-
tors the cards have been recorded on magnetic tape. The 9 reels of tape
are available from iASA on request.
The choice of recorded intensity data rather than transmissivity data as
the permanent storage format was based on both maximum versatility and
minimum duplication of stored information. The procedures required to
retrieve specific information plus an index which describes the available
information are included as Appendix A of this report.
The spectral transmissivity T(v) is given by











26 X X X
100 X 52 cmpath
NOTE: For each box containing "X", data at three
pressures have been taken for the 1.4, 1.89
2.7, and 6.3 micron H 2O bands, including
various broadening data.
FIGURE 9. MATRIX OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
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where I(V) is the spectral intensity with the sample cell filled to optical
depthu and 7o (v)is the intensity at the .Flame wavelength with the cell evacuated.
KM is the spectral absorption coefficient. For the purpose of obtaining
band model parameters the values of T(V) and K(v) need to be averaged over
a frequency interval, Av. The average absorption coefficient, K V, is
obtained by integrating the natixral logarithm of TOO over an interval tv
centered at V,
Kv = - vev f&,  T(V)dv.	 (2)
The equivalent width, W, or integrated absorptance, is given by
WV = ffl-T(V))dv
	 (3)
where the limits on the integration are again v ^ to V ^ . Note that
the equivalent width integral is not normalized by Av as is 7 . Both of
these averaged quantities have been computed for all of the spectra recorded
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APPENDIX A
Index to Available Water Spectra
The following indices contain the experimental conditi:-ns used to obtain
water s; ectra l.mder contracts I4'AS8-20'1,97 and 'AS"-10. The fir..ct index
contains all spectra obtained on water vapor ordered by initial wavelength,
temrer t re region, cell length, and .-ater press>re. '^T-Ien a foreign gas
is present the came and pressure are listed. Each entry contains the
spectrum run nlunber and location plus ±re necessary* background information.
The second index contains the same information as the first except that
the primary sorting is based on temperature region rather than wavelength.
The remainder of the s • ?bgroups are sorted as before.
The third index is a list of only those spectra containing a gas other
than water. These are arranged by identity of the foreign gets and teen
sorted by wavelength, temperat^-+re, path length and water pressure.
Spectra containing only CO or CO2 are indicated by a water pressure of 0.0.
The lust index gives the locations of the various runs, with their
backgrounds, within the 9 reels of magnetic tape. To locate and use a
given run it is not necessary to know its seg l ence niun er on that tape
since each run can be positively identified. The tape sequence nlunber is
provided to allow the ordering of requests so that the tape reading needed







Because the taped data has been s ored in the format of card images, the
following diso ,)ssion will be in terms of cards rather than the terminology
of tape records. On most computers the same statements are used for reading
the two t,,rpes of data.
The identification and calibration information required to process a given
spectrum is contained on the first three cards of its data set. A blank
card has been recorded after each set to serve as a divider. The first
card identifies the run by number, indicates the wavelengths scanned,
and lists the sample conditions. Sample conditions are normally omitted
on background spectra. Initial and final wavelengths are specified in
microns and correspond to the spectrometer dial readings. A slight error
in grating adjustment required a correction of 55.2 Angstroms (27.6 in
second order) for the first 125 runs. A random check of the remaining
spectra indicated no correction was required in order to achieve
10.2 cm 1 alignment. The appropriate correction which mist be added to
the initial and final wavelengths, is supplied for the first 125 runs.
A one digit code is used to identify any foreign gas. The code has the
following values and meanings:




6	 CO is principal absorber
7	 CO2 is principal absorber
The second card contains the deflection calibration and data card sequence
information. Calibration of the deflection data is necessary in order to
remove effects due to drift in the graybody source. Also the zero offset
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t^_f.
required by tYe FM tape recorder must be removed. Three deflection values
are used to calibrate each run. The initial zero level, I7,, is the digital
value which must be subtracted from every deflection value to remove the
zero offset. This signal !:as recorded with the light beam blocked by a
shutter. An initial and final deflection, ID and JD, are also recorded
at a fixed wavelength with the shutter open and cell evacuated. These
values are used to correct for intensity changes between background and
spectra. The zero level must be subtracted from these deflections also.
Each card containing spectral intensities is sequenced to provide the
required correlation with wavelength. The beginning of a scan is indicated
in the data by the sudden increase in aeflection values d •.ie to opening the
shutter. Similarly, the end is signified by the closing of the shutter.
Since each data card contains 20 deflection_ values it is necessary to
specify both card sequence number and data point number on that card for
the first and last points. These points correspond to the initial and
final wavelengths, respectively, after the wavelength correction term
has been added. The scan interval is then divided into NPTS - 1 equal
steps where the number of data points can be calculated using the card
sequence information,
NPTS = (# of last card - # of first card) x 20
+ # of last point - # of first point + 1.
	 (A-1)
A third card is included at the start of each deck to provide an additional
verification test. This card contains a 12 digit serial number which is
to be found on each data card in that data set. The first t'-ree digits
of the serial number are the run identification number.
Immediately following the card containing the serial number is the first
spectral data card. It has the sequence number given on the calibration
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card and contains the first data point of the run. The point corresponding
to the initial wavelength is also specified on the calibration card. A
blank card follows the card containing the spectzal data point corresponding
to the final wavelength. This last data card has the seq • tence number given
on the calibration card with the last point specified in V-e same manner
as the first.
The exact card images and Fortran formats suitable for reading them are
as follows:
Header Card (I12, 3F12.8, 2F6.2, I6, I1, F5.2)




















Calibration Card 0112, 4I6)











Initial zero value, IZ
Initial deflection value, ID
Final deflection value, JD
Sequence number of first card
First point number








Typical Data Card (413, 20I3, 4X, I4)
	
1 - 12	 Run serial number
	
13 - 72	 20 three digit deflection values
	
73 - 76	 Not used
	
77 - 80	 Card sequence number
Blank card signifies end of run - followed by header card for next run.
Calculation of the transmission at a given point in the spectrum requires
the -Ase of the run of interest and its background. The correction, C, for
graybody drift between the two scans is given by
C = (IDB + JDB)/2 - IZB
(IDS + JDS)/2 - IZS
where the superscripteB and S refer to background and spectrum respectively.
The transmission is then
__(Deflection at %) S
 - IZS
TX (Deflection at a) B - IZB X C
where A is the wavelength determined by interpolation using the corrected
initial and final wavelengths.
To retrieve a given run (or background) from the set of tapes it is
necessar! to search the tape »sing the first card after each blank card
as the key. The tapes are arrang-d with the background spectra immediately
preceding the set of spectra co be compared against it. Since several
runs were normally made ,:sing each background, it is advisable to search
first for the background, copy it to the desired location (either into
memory, or onto cards or another tape), and then continue searching for the
desired spectrum. Due to the relatively :.ong time required to search the
tape a secondar , means o; storage is recomnionded when repeated use of a
particular spectrum is anticipated. The following indices :;an be used to
locate spectra of particular regions run under •t-he desired conditions.
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For example, if one wished to investigate the temperature dependence of the
absorption coefficient in the vicinity of 3.3 microns, the runs of
interest could be located in the first index. There are 35 runs which
include this wavelength at a variety of temperatures, pathlengths, and
pressures. Data are available at A temperatures for this wavelength
and since the data are grouped on the tapes by temperature the runs of
interest are located on 4 tapes (tapes 3, 4, 7, and 9). It should be
noted that if, for example, runs 127 and 384 are selected from tape 3,
the optimum retreival order is 383, 384, 126 and then 127 to prevent
rewinding the tape unnecessarily (see Run Location Index). Runs 126 and
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OCNT. TAPE SEA. 1:CNT. TAPC SEA.
0.41 1 2 61-5 1 3(-I 2 T 3 64.3 1 1
57) 1 7 575 1 4
576 1 S 575 1 4
57A 1 6 575 1 4
511 1 9 51!1 1 a
512 1 In 5115 3 6
661 5 2 660 3 1
S97 S 4 51)5 5 3
518 5 S 5 )6 S 3
599 S f. 5 ^3 S 3
563 5 SO 56:1 S 7
564 5 11 56:1 5 7
50.2 5 9 55; 5 7
Set S a 56. s 7
664 e 2 6:•2 A 3
0.65 A 3 662 A 1
6t51 6 S v 1 i i 4
6':.2 6 6 l^.	 1 a 4
6 53 6 7 6.'r.; a 4
519 1 12 5!+4 1 11
52'1 1 :3 5•:-1 11
433 S 13 532 5 12
436 5 16 432 5 12
434 5 14 432 5 le
435 S 15 43? 5 12
5.14 t 9 5. A 6
5.1^ 0 1;1 5'.v a A
369 1 15 369 1 14
372 1 1A 364 1 14
371.1 1 16 3:•z i 14
371 1 17 X A 1 14
253 4 65 25:: 4 62
251 4 63 25'.5 4 62
252 4 64 25:1 4 62
55 1 23 54 1 19
63 1 23 62 1 22
56 1 21 5: 1 19
1tl 5 lA 99 5 17
191 5 19 03 5 17
377 1 2-1 3-3 1 24
374 1 25 373 1 24
375 1 26 313 1 24
376 1 27 373 1 24
125 5 2: 5 2]
292 A 12 23: A 11
293 6 13 2 A 11
SA 1 3'1 57 1 29
59 1 31 57 1 29
1!14 S 23 :.3 5 22
11.15 S 24 1:53 5 22
61 1 . 33 6:5 1 32
659 S 26 •f5+ 5 25
661 a a 15 C6:• A 14
66A a 16 Ch i• a 14
644 1 35 64 3 1 34
$94 S 2A 532 5 27
595 S 29 592 5 27
6DS A SA 6:.4 A 17
6:;6 a 19 6:14 A 17
6:17 a 21.1 01.;4 A !:
541 1 37 5Ap 1 36
542 1 3A 5A!5 1 36
5,43 1 3) '?:. 36
317 2 S 5:3 2 1
514 2
$15 2 3 513 2 1
5:6 2 4 S13 2 1
5C-4 s 33 585 5 3'S
5.7 S Xi 5i^5 5 3tl
5iu S 31 565 S 31.1
SAS 2 7 544 Z 6
Sit? 2 9 5a4 2 6
SA6 2 A 544 2 6
444 6 7 137 6 1
442 6 6 437 6 1
436 6 2 437 6 1
439 6 3 437 6 1
441 6 S 437 6 1
440 6 4 43T 6 1
Sag 6 9 S66 6 6
593 6 10 368 6 6








1 .251.1 1.43 1.1 310
1.250 1.450 310
1.25 1.1 1.6 1.10 3.1U
1.250 1.Go* 3.103
1.250 1.450 6tY]
1 .25!1 1.450 610
1.250 1.450 $to
1.25 13 1.450 610
1.250 1.610 600
1.25:1 1.610 6(1!1
f .2so 1.610 60.)
no 1.610 6tY.1
1.25 1.1 1.4 50 696
1.250 1.450 696
1.25!1 1.4SO 696
1 .25tl 1.45 1.1 666







































1 .•:4 L5 1.IU'3 AAA
1.7.10 AAA
1.44:5 1.7!} .} A44
1 .4 5!. S . ?,."0 3.10,
:. 4 5'1 1.715.} 3:1:5
S	 . i•	 >'• 2. 1!5t5 3 11X1




1 .7110 2. 11.1] 3,U6
i J 1.1 1.1 2.100 306
1 . r010 2.100 306
I J00 2.1fY3 600
S . TOM 2.100 600
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11C.Cl	 TO A , 11 41.40Z W47cl vtcno. 4cm4f.)
WAVCLCNOTH TEMPCRATURE CCLL WATC;; C je'.%A.:Nrj RUN LIXATIIN
(m I CR->4S) (CENTIGRADE) LCNOT14 PRESSM I OAS	 PRCS;Uqc SPCCT!Lr4 OACKC,-,,'PJND
INITIAL fINAL (CM) ICENT.	 1AAC $CO. ICCNT. TAPE SCO.
I You 2.100 6^4 52.0 C, a 22 61.1A a 21
2.100 866 52.0 IS.C. C,,. 41 23 6.121 ft 21
1	 71.30 2. 100 695 52.0 31A., 611 a 24 CIA A 21
a hio 2. 1 tIO 095 $2.1.1 61.2:1 C1 2 8 25 6:18 8 23
I	 ?ntl 2.1(10 980 26.0 23.31,, C. I) q 4 94 697 4 93
I	 ?nfo 2.100 get) 26.0 Gtl.tV.*# C-)) 4 95 613 1 4 93
I . Mo 2. silo 99n $2.0 30. IV- 635 4 gr 034 4 of
$	 r3a 2.1011 11.10 26.0 3'.1.10 046 1 Is 645 2 to
I loo 3I10 20.0 59.69 $47 2 12 645 2 it)
I . r3o 2.3ti0 910 26.0 14J11 671.1 lk 2? CC-9 ek 26
1.730 2.I00 910 26.0 31.11.1 Vj a 2A $69 8 26
?31.1 2.100 910 26.0 672 a 29 0613 A 20
1571 1.670 302 7.6 30.30 142	 ?1.19 46 2 IF 45 2 16
1.75a 1.610 226 7.6 51.!X" 3? 2 14 36 2 13
1.750 1.010 296 7.6 89.(.1 34 2 is 36 2 13
1.750 1. 62'} 295 4.9.1 119 2 19 34A 2 IA
I . ?$o I	 A21.1 296 26.0 10.1! 351 2 r; 34A 2 1:.
1,75:1 I.A2-3 296 26.tl 19.9! 351 2 21 3.1 A 2 is
I. ?$1) 1.821.) 295 26.0 40.#50.1 352 2 22 3•1A 2 is
1.750 2.1111.10 3,M0 1tv.1.0 4.9.1 522 2 24 521 2 23
75 1.1 2.0F.v 3W 1OX14. S.•• IiZ	 40.3? 523 2 25 54', 2 23
7$11 1.0213 000 ?.$ ya AA 6 13 A7 0 12
1.750 1.850 Go? r.6 3ti.2." le	 ?0.44 119 6 IF I:A 6 36
I . r5o 1.2120 GoD 7.6 50.7:'. 80 6 14 AT 6 lz
I . ? So I A2El 601.1 7.6 70.21 1 ly *1 6 •t? 0 12
1. 750 9EIO 7.6 29. 5:: 295 a 31 ?,i's it 31
1. 750 1.820 9I.Y.) r.6 206 a, 32 254 A 30
I J59 1.820 S(va 7.6 7.1.65 297 a , 33 29I A N. i
I . TAO I . F*5 311.1 ?.G Y.1.S5 35 2 Z? 34 2 26
I wV.) I . fLAO 299 ?.fp 59.417. 401 2 29 39 2 ZA
I . fU3 1.66'.) 290 ?.G MCI 41 2 30.1 39 2 ZA
I 1.60.1 296 26.0 5.101 354 2 32 353 2 31
1 1."0 296 26.0 10.21, 355 2 33 353 z 31
1 Wl 1,1 293 26.0 2114:.: 356 2 34 353 2 3 1
I	 IV.) 1 .660 295 26.0. 321.95 357 2 35 353 2 31
1 S."a . Gor ?.6 3o.4L) 02 6 Is ^91 6 is
1.601 6(1e 7.6 59 AI 93 6 21 51. 6 la
I AAI.l 6,.72 7.6 ?!1 . 4 .l St 6 21 6 Ift
1. A!V.I I . M) 9.15 7 . 6 29.6 1.1 29 3 A 35 2 ^11 A 34
W.,03 1."0 90Y.) ?.G 50.29 3;v 1 8 X 2-* a 34
akv.) 1.463 A" 7.6 62.93 3:*l 1 A 37 A 34
I. A3,.1 z . OLID en? ?.6 3.1. 2!1 KIP 	 69.75 IZI 3 M 6 22
I	 Ast) 2.00.1 302 1.6 30.30 "r	 ?Z.tV.l 44 2 3.) 7 :! -* 3A
I aA50 2 . MX1 310 7.6 305.35 33 2 37 32 2 36
1 .66:1 2. 1 (1!7 295 26.!1 5.15 332 2 41 3C: Z 4.1
I.A60 2. ice.) 300 26. 11 5.15 142	 15.19 306 2 45 3z" 2 411
1. p6,.1 2. 2 1 l 3'.11 20.6. '.I#t ► 2	 31.1.3? 367 2 46 3.1 1 2 4-5
I.A60 2 Wol 296 1. 102c 10.95 363 z 42 MI 2 4,.l
1.A60
.	
'I 2	 111. 3%) 26. ?I.l. 1 o 143c 2 43 36: 2 4 '.)
1 .86:1 2	 111,.) Xj I 26.t1 39. 7!7 365 2 44 33. 2 40
I.flso 2 IM10 60,2 ?.6 3:1. 1!1 q6 6 25 95 6 24
I.A60 2 MIO 6,.72 7.6 49.911 97 6 26 95 .6 24
I Wl 2 .011,.1 612 ?.6 ?!l. to Of 6 27 95 6 24
3 A615 2. 100 896 7.6 29.90.1 3013 9 2 3:I2 9 1
1 .AG9 2. 1 . 13 91%1 ?.6 3,.14 9 • 3 31-.2 9 1
I A69 2.1 !16 :.6 9.1 321 9 4 3,1! 9 1
399 7.6 501.4.1 43 2 4A 42 2 4?
I.AM Z MI0 390 ?.6 71.1t) 44 2 49 42 2 4?
Z. !lot :', 2.370 000 26.5 61.1.t-a 6.212 9 6 C-Al 9 5
"VA 2.37(7 9141.1 2C.1.1 $!1 43!1 C-16 4 99 645 4 9A
2.55!1 3:101 1 9.95 52? 2 56 51 4 2 53
2.Wl 313!) 1 3,1.2!1 3:1 2 55 5:!4 2 53
Z.Stio X)o 6-1.35 525 2 54 521 Z 53
2.550 600 29.65 5 701 6 32 559 6 31
2.55!1 oltl 6:7. 1(1 571 33 5P) C. 3: 
.Z.;; 2.4 30 Sol 52. 0 301.60 614 9 A 613 9 7
2.430 900 $2.0 62.00 615 9 9 611 3 9 ?
2.600 305 ?.6 50.00 24 2 501 23 2 51
M ?.6 7t1.00 2S 2 59 :3 2 S?
2.ew 990 52.0 12.25 63? 4 1 10 $36 4 1 vej
2.800 990 52.0 30.99 63A 4 152 636 4 1173
2.61.10 9913 $2.0 $1 W.) 63*1 4 103 636 4 1 tit)
2.35 1.1 2. SOO 294 26.0 1.05 1116,16 5 2 525 3 1
1.35 1.1 2.6W 294 26.0 1.15 HE	 29.25 331 3 4 31 5 3 1
2.350 2.800 291 26.0 5.30 32? 3 3 325 3 1
2.350 2.630 294 26.0 10.00 324 3 4 325 3 1
2.3513 2.6t10 294 26.0 &.1 00 329 3 5 325 3 1
2:350 2:800 3w 26:0 40:00 649 3 0 Gas 3 7
2.350 2.*00 996 26.0 1.00 460 6 35 4S9 6 34
2.35o 2.603 $96 26.0 4.115 461 6 36 459 6 34
2.350 1.600 596 26.0 10.15 462 9 37 459 6 36
2.353 2.4110 996 26.1.1 21.00 463 9 36 .459 6 34
2.350 &.41001 Goal 24.0 60.00 655 G 40 654 a 39
20R-?3%
ia-
•^^^	 IN;Ei r? A/AtLA9_E 4A;E q ^ = :CTCA	 tc?NT.1
WAV_'.ENGTM
	
TENPEaATURE CCLL WAY: i :i^^^"^-' qUN L•XATI'."EACKG,.•?U)D
•
1 .41CRONS) (CENTIGRADE) LEN.TN PRCSSUIE GAS % ; :SSIic SICCTRJ4
'::']T.	 TAPE SC,s. IEENT. TAPE SEQ,INITIAL FINAL (CN)





99 201!72.350 2.830 91D 26.'3 31:.1'1 157?6 •;; 9o i3 677 9 1112.350 2.b!t0 905 26.13 6:1.73 :- 4 1t)$ 692 4 1042.331 2.600 9813 26.3 23.2: 6-64 4 1 . '16 692 4 1012.350 2.803 960 26.9 6t.sa 3 12 18 S 1]2.401.) 2.8',11! 3033 7.i 3^.':^1
:: 3 13 10 3 92.400 2.&30 7111! 7.67.6
31.1.0133'3.8.1 tit 72.37 31 3 14 30 3 132.4x0 2.630 Sip607 7.6 10.!01 142 71.69 I's 6 47 114 6 462.4!10
2.400
2.630







2.433 2.8!13 6.2 7.6 3!1.31 7374 66 e4 71 6 412.4!13 2.&30 632 7.6 53.:1 7S 6 45 71 6 412.403 2.&.)O 630 7.6
7.6
69.55
29.5;1 N2 3.1.75 3::; 3 :A 3:.6 9 142.4uJ 2.&30 903903 7.6 30.1.t:i 9 15 31:.6 9 142.40032.<:0J 2.&30P.&Y1) 9133 7.6 5n X, 3": 9 :6 3 99 is14







2.410 2.830 93'3 52.9 2.: i 623 9 21 621 9 192.410 2.803 9!13 52.13 4.9-4 6'4 9 6.'.: 9 f 92.4 ]!1 2.81013 4313 52.3
7.6
9.51





330 7.6 9.4; e? 3.1. ;6 69 3 23 66 .3 2
2.51.30 2.6.13 300 7.6 9.95 ON 6:.31 71.: 3 24 6666
33
2'321_:2.5!:0 2.630 31003 7.6 11:.'.31 cXC 6' .31 sq 33 2226 378 3 252.530 2.630 3'33 26.0 5.'•. C_r :S. •: 3793:1 3 28 376 3 252. 5 .-V.3 2.630 303 26.0 S.... :? : S ..:. 34.1 3 27 378 3 252.5!n 2.633 3053 26.3 5.!15 cle 3:.:33:.:5 -s- 3 29 37R 3 252.6:13 3033 26.0 5.I1 O? 1. 6 49 1!37 6 482.5!'13 2.6.0) 652 7.6 1!.,..: G?C•? 31.. Ss;-'s
71 6 513 137 6 482.5''33 2.603 6.2 7.6 19.'.. i O72 61.37 : i 6 52 107 6 4A2.5:13 2.61.7 6f.Z 7.6 13.21. C•:p 3:.5: 6 51 1!37 6 482.St1.3 2.610 632 7.6 19.31 3.I5: 542.5:73 2.6:'_1 596 26.!: 5::. C e 3..19 6 466 6 532.5!13 2.6 J 596 26.0 5.7: i COY:--C 29.94 323 9 24 322 9 232.5!%1 2.6.03 435 7.6 13.1. CQ2 61 . ,.-6 324 9 25 322 9 23
`	 7 2.5013 2.6:?3 3:5 7.67.6
iii.!'.
9.3.: FS 3 ]3 W 3 313v 2.63.3 Moo 333
•3 6 57 112 6 562.6!;4 2.71$3 637 7.6 9.n; 321 9 27 32!: 9 262.6:'0•. 2.7!:3 436 7.67.6 49.%513.3. tit 71.25 53 3 35 52 3 342.76: 3.1'1.'1-1 337- 13 3 33 12 3 322.76 1.1 3.!3!•03 337 7.6 3", 17. 132 7:.69 117 6 59 116 6 5A2.76:i 3.!3'0-1 637 7.6 a..i:. 27 3 31 26 3 362.77.3 3.!1.73 31.35 7.6 7!1.!; 3 21 3 39 2'3 3 382.7x3 3:0:03 3115 7.6 f'.i.!:.; 22 3 4!7i 215 3 382.71.3 3.0.!1 31.35 7.6 S:): ; 1 33^ 3 42 336 3 412.7A:1 3.'3 ,:!1 3!.2 26.3 5.1..:332 26.3 1!3.7; 330 3 44 336 3 41236'3 3.tk .. 3JZ 26.0 it1.2' 651 3 46 336 3 452.7:.:: 3: ;2'3 3:19 26: -.:59.6 77 7 2 76 7 13. rot 6!32 7.6 9.7. 78 7 3 76 7
.2.71:: 3.!'1.11 602 7.6 3!3.3': 79 ? 7Z J..;0 3.!'0.11) &.Z 7.6 53.19 Al.) S76 1Z. ?A ,.. 3.0!•rJ 6!:2 7.6 69.95 447 7 7 446 7 6?A:'. 3.tr yj 600 26.13 1 4 3!I 44A 7 • 8 446 7 63.DC0.1 596 26.3 5XO'. 4.9 7 9 446 7 63.0e.,13 596 25.!1 111.2,; 45•: 7 ]3 446 7 .63.3!13 594 26.3 21.1.25 451 7 11 446 7 62.7:•; 3.!3:13 594 26.15 4::.45 653 7 13 652 7 12!^ 3.!320 596 26.9 S^,.St:
112 39.':6 3:5 9 32 311 9 263.t3t)0 91..5 7.6 29.A:.
312 9 29 311 9 283X I-6 953 7.6 31.1'1 313 9 31.1 311 9 2P.2.7?. S.G3R 993 7.6 5::.1!; 311 9 31 311 9 283,G, ,5 9:13 7.6 69.8.; 6Te 9 34 673 9 332.7 .1 03 3.12:1 91!7 26.3 14.7. 675 9 3S 673 9 332. 74.3 3.!;2:7 9]5 26.0 3'.).69, 676 9 36 673 9 332. ?A!:. 3.020 93s 26.0 56.70 1,%e 689 4 107
2.TA 1.1 3.02] 980 26.0 22.7!7 6776:1
4










3.Z00 307 7.6 17:7.1 i5 3 48 14 3 47
2.9A0 3.260 305 7.6 70.003 29 3
53 28 3 49














INDEX T •) A:A1:A'::E W%T:i S'ECT44
	 IC•91T .1
WAVELENGTH TEM?E-,.ATU C CELL MATE% CM)ASCNCa
IH1CFy15) (CENT16•:ADCI LV4 11H P:CSSWE OAS ';CSSJiE
INITIAL FINAL (CNI
2.9A1 3.250 5% 26.5 2!1.3!1
2.0A1 3.250 596 26.0 41.6'1
2.91AU 3.2!10 91.15 7,6 3:1,:1:5
2.981.1 3.20•a 91.16 7.6 49.90
2.9x0 3.21Y1 916 7.6 70.2!1
3.17.1 3.470 311.1 1!1!1.:1 9.9••
10.49 702 503.373.0Y1 3.470 31.X11 11.75,7
3 :1.10 3.470 510 11.71:0 51.21.)
3.3'.71 3.470 30M 1!10.0 6!1.25
3,!1!7] 3.470 Gco.) 1MI.0 29.9'1
3.470 6:71 1!X:,:1 59.4:1
3.tv.va 3.470 971 26.4.1 19.19
3.!x1!1 3.471) 471 26.0 19.811
3.!.71 3.475 909 26.0 315.19
3.!X.X1 3.470 4X11 26:1 -	 4:7l.45
3.!X.X.. 3.470 4XJ 26.1.1 6!) .5! 1
3,1.x.11 3.47(: 9X) 52.0 3!..5!i
3.Cr71 3.470 9!X1 5241 62.4!;
3,to:o 3.470 976 26.1.1 22.5:;
3.!071 3.4711 978 26.0 6.1.1!1
3.!X.'0.1 3.471 9taa 52.0 59.19
3.140 3.470. baa 7.6 51.10
3.140 3.470 6000 7.6 51.!7.1
3.140 3.470 &7a 7.6 51.4•., 5Q 52.31
3.140 3.471) 6150 7.6
3.147 3.467 290 7.6 29.95
3.147 3.467 29!1 7.6 47.7'5
3.147 3.467 293 7.6 S1 .35 42 51.135
3.147 3.467 293 '.6 69.A5
3.147 3.467 9!12 7.6 3!1:15
3.147 3.467 9.11 7.6 49.9, X12 Sl: r)
3.147 3.467 413 7.6 5-06: /.:
3.14 7 3.467 903 7.6
3.2711 3.4M 353 2i.:: 29.0f.'.
3.2!7) 3.470 SM 2G.;. 13.41. 42 30.69
3.2:71 3.470 3.1420. :i 19.A:;
3.2:X1 3.4M 29A ?i.1.i 39.&1
3.2--71 3.470 6::6 2v.!i 1:1.!1.)
3.2!71 3.477 6!.4 L-5 2!s 00
3.2!:'1 3.470 654 26.3 39.85.
I,tY.7. 5,!771 &!71 10e.i.5 31.5.1!.
4 .!771 5.0!71 6,111 11.19.0, 59 . A0
4.I!.3 4.6:1 1 294 26:5 S. In OR 1.•V)
4 .1!7: 4.6 i3 299• 2G.!. 3!1.15 C•72 l : vl
4.26.17. 5.171!1 3:..1 1 t7..!). 1:1.1!5
4.1:.1: 5.1x:1 300.1 I!):).!. )!).31. H2 42.25
5,!71;1 371 133:1
4 . 2'.1:: 5.1f.-o. 31.71 1011.9
4,1171 4.6:;!1 597 7.6 7,5'.1 C•?2 3:.6
4.1:0: 4.6!71 597 7.6 14.9.; Or 3.11)
4.1::':. 4.6:X1 605 26.0 11,1.41; CIV 3.!.6
a.^.:; 5.1.7:0 6.15 26.0 43.4:+
4.At.!! 5.5!10 3!10 26.0 3.95
4.4!01 5.T71 3152 26.0 4.95 H2 5.1.69
4.4 •.7.3 5.5!7) 307 26.9
4.4:50 5.5!x) 300.1 2C.0 5.t.A C) 21.1.25
4.4 1..1 5.5!1!1 299 26.1 5.1: G2 10.19
4.4!5:: 5.59.1 302 26.!1 5.210, 112 15.X0
11.11:51 5.513 3!17 2C.0 19.2.
5.5!:1 305 26.!i 2U.15
4,4 tit) 5.511 31.14 26.!, 4!).5ti
4.4 n 5.5 1.) 615 26.0 5.31..
6!15 2- :1.0!1
5.511 6!55 26.9 19.911
: ,4•.:: 4:520 89A 7.6 50.1:.
4.4 t.:1 4.520 903 7.6 70.25
4.5';0. 5.040 290 7.6 10.0.1
4 .51.11 5.040 290 7.6 30.40
4.5111 5.040 290 7.6 50.11.
.51.5 5.!:40 290 7.6 69.95
4,5:.1.5 S.tle6 605 7.6 9.95
4,5-.16 5.X40 605 7.6 29.115
4.500 5.040 603 7,6 49.85
4 .5o'1 5.040 603 7.6 69.63
4.500 5.040 896 7.6 10.20
4.500 5.040 903 7.6 30.30
4,510 5.040 901 7.6 $5.50
4 . Stv1 5.040 901 7.6 71:.50
5.070 5.500 305 7.6 10.10
5.trn 3.304 305 7.6 37.16 CAM '16.X6
5.!1:71 5.5x1 305 7.6 37.20
5.Lve.l 5.3!16 304 7.6 30.50 HE 61.25





1:EYT. TAPE SEA. 1.CNT. TAPE SCG.
457 7 21 454 7 19
45A 1 22 454 7 19
317 9 42 316 9 41
310 9 43 316 9 41
319 9 44 316 9 41
534 3 58 531 3. 53
535 3 59 531 3 55
S32 3 56 531 3 55
533 3 S7 -531 3 55
573 7 24 572 7 23
574 7 25 572 7 23
553 9 46 5::2 9 45
5:14 9 47 5!12 9 AS
605 9 51 6-;3 9 49
5!.S 9 4A 5;:2 9 as
6A4 9 51.1 643 9 49
626 9 53 625 9 52
627 9 54 0115 9. 52
6A1 4 1:5 C w 4 114
6ZA 4 116 6AC 4 114
629 4 110 620 4 117
271 7 27 -71 1 26
277 7 2R 27;. 7 26
274 7 51 2T. 7 26
273 7 29 27.1 7 26
127 3 61 126 3 C..i
:24 3 62 126 3 63
3 64 126 3 &.1
129 3 63 1'6 3 6!1
216 4 67 215 4 C6
2.0 4 7•. 215 4 66
227 4 6A 215 4 66
218 4 69 215 4 66
3A4 3 3A3 3 IS
347 3 :9 3.3 3 IS
3R5 3 17 3A3 3 )S
3A6 3 18 3^;3 3 15
470 7 32 469 1 31
471 7 33 4613 7 31
412 7 34 4C) 7 31
5-1 9 1 39 5'4 7 35
55:. 7 41, 5se 7 35
411:.4 3 69 3•71'1 3 65
4!15 3 7:-, 3:113 3 65
539 3 74 536 3 71
549 3 75 536 3 71
53A 3 73 536 3 71
537 3 72 536 3 71
279 7 45 275 7 41
ZkI 7 46 275 7 41
^5 7 S9 4AZ 7 56 .
7 4A 4A0 7 47
3+1. 4 2 34A 4 1
3)5 4 A 3AA 4 1
3" ; 4 • 3 3Ar5 4 1
396 4 9 3AA 4 1
397 4 f3 36A • 1
394 4 7 3AA 4 1
391 4 4 3zA 4 1
3'>< 4 5 3AA 4 1
393 4 6 3AA 4 1
476 7 54 473 7 52
475 7 53 473 7 52
4M 7 55 473 7 52
1 A9 4' 71 19:5 4 72
" 191 4 . 73 1911 4 72
132 4 12 131 4 11
133 4 13 131 4 11
134 4 14 131 4 I1
135 4 is 131	 . 4 IS
155 4 43 1S4 4 42
156 4 44 154 4 42
157 4 45 154 4 42
150 4 46 154 4 42
186 4 7A 183 4 74
1A5 4 75 163 4 74
186 4 76 3A3 4 74
187 4 71 IA3 4 74
137 4 37 136 4 35
142 4 39 141 4 36
138 4 lA 136 4 35
144 4 41 141 4 38
143 4 40 141 4 38
__ z_
jjL",Ujj SWAAMW	 a
IWCX I •) A-FAILAP, C Attq S;CC T 'AA IC'WT.1
WAVC'.CNGYH 7EMPEIATUqC CELL W%T?-*l Ci ?A1SNCi W4 LC%CATI`.V4CACKGROUND(141 CRONS) (CENTIOROOD LENGTH PRCSSUiC *.AS V-:CTRU4 TAPE SCQ-
INITIAL FINAL (CH) I-,Z4T. TAPC SEQ. (CENT.
?.6 49 AS 139 4 36 136 4 35
5.5-.10 3tva 7.6 69.91 4 3? 136 44
35
47
s 5.5!N] Gos 7.6 11.1.11 4 48 159159 4 47s 5.500 503 ?.6 29.91 161 4 49 54S.twva 5.301.1 Wr 7.6 311.0 1 c-e 6:1.25 lilt 4 55 1 At-' 44 545 5 .3,.vo 6ta r 7.6 3!).31 12 6:1.44 !AZ 4 56 Ist'. 4 525. Otltl 5.31.10 w? 7.6 31.31 0 63.00 It! 4 53 169
S L0.10 5. Soo 61.13 7.6 362
.4 5 1.16 . 159 4 4?5 tvtv.) 5.5;0] 6ti5 ?.6 MRS 163 4 51 159 44 A35 . t0.10 5.240 90.13 ?,6 9.95 193 4 94 192 4 835 tV.103 5.240 963 7.6 9.1.25 191 4 AS 192 4 795 5.311-1 90.4 7.6 39.3-1 G-) 59.5a 4 SI, 4 795 5 3aa 9LV1 7.6 31.1.3-1 C'M 59.75 210A 4 82
sxe41
.
5.3!10 901 ?.6 305.5•11 112 59.94 2,.,.3 4 At) 2,.,2 4 73
5 . tx-43 5.240 9033 ?.6 5t1.11 1135 4 96 1132 A4
A3
835 -.Xv.) 5.240 9.13 ?.6 70,901 196 4 67 1132.
5.220 5.5!'013 9013 ?.6 9.9-1 1991 4 89 197 4 AA
5 :22.1 5.517013 963 7.6 30.,.17 193 4 9ti 197 4 AR
5,221) 5.560 903 7.6 501.45 4 92 107 4 AM










575.5tva &.15 ?.6 1-3.11 165 4 59 164 4 S?5.5!v13 6.15 7.6 29.95 1C14 4 575.3 a 5.5t:l13 6.'-S 7.6 515.0#5 167 4 6,.,. 4 5?5.3103 5.53!1 675 ?.6 Al.,01 16A 4 61 164
5CR3 7.21.0.1 300 26.0 1: f.) 4 I f.) 4 29 4 !;9 4 19S:Atlo 7.21.0o 3131 26.0 540.) 421 4 21 4 ;19 4 :9
5.4!l* 30911 26.3 5.1,1 He 15.12 416 4 26 4 t'j2 4 10
5 .400.1 363 26.0 5.11.; He 30.25 417 4 ZIP 4n9 4 19
5.4;;;1 ?. Z1.10.3 31.110 26.0 5.211 Ce 10.56 414 4 24 4t7.9 4 :9
5.4!10 7 310.1 26.9 5.25 0 113.19 415 4 25 Ong9 4 19
5.4;0.3 T.2-r13 30A 26:13 10.15 Ole 4 112 41.19 4 19
5.4.0.1 ?.2110.1 30.50 26.7 19.90 413 4 23 4119 4?
10
On5	 001.4 7.23.1 &.-A 26.1.1 5XVI, C  1o.12 497 ? 64 4A6
5	 1.10.).4 7.21103 6!;5 26.0 5.0 4A? ?. 61 4,16 7 6n
5.4!;1.1 ?.20..3 6135 26.0 OtA ? 62 4A* 7 6,11
5.4!03 ? . 2rej 604 26.0 21.0 4A9 I, 63 4A6 I &.i
7.84 11 300 26.0 1..11!) 419 4 29 41A 4 2A
7.^40 300 26.7 5.05 421 4 53 41A 4 2A
7..0.00-1
 
T.64G 298 26.0 5.10 M2 36.44 42-1 4 34 428 4 ZA
? .t0_)
 
?.640 299 26.0 .5.15 42 15.25 423 4 33 438 4 2A
?.Wit) 7.849 31.10.) 26.1.1 10.0S 4 '-!' , 4 31 418 4 ZA








65? 7.840 692 zc 41)27. IYOU 7.640 012 Z!C,  U 5.':1!; C.-e 9.94 495 ? 69 491 7 65?:A4Ut :152 26.!; 1 0:t7ol 493 ? 61 491 7 65
7.8411 6.12 zeX- 2;.15 494 ? 69 491 ? 65
7.800.1 It. 673 26.7 5.!'0.,; 497 7 71 4 IYS 7?
?,."
?-.)T. A;6 8. Irin 660 26.t1 sxe.-, Ox 9.94 50-1 ? 75 496
?. AC15 8.1 1,05 6t0.1 26.5 1n.005 4 S.A ? 72 496 ?
7.6!10 a. M! 6013 26.0 2t1.0!5 499 ? 73 496 ?





FBI a Wal "W n •












GAS ? 7CS5'JRE S?CCTiJY GACKvR ?'J'n
)DENT.	 TAPE SEQ.	 LENT. TAPE SEa.
1.250
	 1. 4 50 31.:!1 26.0 641 1 2 60031.250














35.''0) 579 1 7 575 1 4
1.250
	 1.450 320 52.!1 68,!,) 5 G S 5 575 a1 .250	 3.6:103 y;0 11! ,	 ,,1.0 29.95 574511
1 6 575 1 4
1.250
	 1.600 31%1 10!).0 59.65 512 S 9 5S!7 S A
.	 1.3!)0
	 1.45!1 y,!1 1!x1.!1 4,91 519
1
1
10 57!1 7 A
1.300)
	 1.450 31.103 I!t!1.0 5.r/: HE 4!1.:7J6 521.1 1 1213
51it I 11
1.3211	 1.370 3,12 26,0 9.85 369 51 it 1 111 .320
	 1.370 3.12 26.0 10.2 i
31	
!• 1 15 36P 1 141.32!1	 1.370 3!12 26.0 19.9.1 373 i 2P 360 f 141.3.0
	 1.37!1 3!12 26.0 4!1,!10.1 372 16 WA 1 14
' 1.325	 1.375 337 7,6 50.35
1 17 3GA 1 14
1.325
	 1.385 297 7.6 5:1.S) H2 52.56 63 1 23 1 °91.325	 1.375 y)7 7.6 69.93' 56 1
62
1.360
	 1.510 3!13 26.11 7:3.07. 31 .A7 377 1
2:
28
5.1 2 20241.36!1	 1.510 3:33 26.11 111. 1!1 374 1
373 1 24
1.360
	 1.510 303 26,0 21.1.91.3 375
25 373 24




	 1.525 315 ? ?.6 5;7.0;
376 1 27 373 1 24
1.366
	 1.525 3!17 7.6 69.9.
59
59
1 3!1 57 1 2)
1.371






1.43!1	 1.750 5103 26.01 57.A'7 644 1 35
G:l f 32
1.45!1	 1.7!10') 3!Z) 52:. 14.Aji SA' 6:3 1 311,45!1	 1.710') 3!103 52.0 29,91 502
1 37 5-v) 1 Y
1.4511
	 1.700') yr] ,S2.') 57. 11 583
1 3P 513:. 1 3G
I.G90
	 2.3!103 3!10.1 11.1.1.0 14.95 517
1 39 Sal: 1 36
1.6:39
	 2.1!x) 3!1!1 1!{l.!l 3'-:,iti 2 5 513 2 1
-	 1.6:103
	 2.1!103 31.10.1 1 CIO .0 59.3!: STS.1 .6-1!1	 !1032.1 3 x1. 11-9.):0 59.3:1
 516
2 3 533 2 1
1.7!103
	 2.1!x7 316 52.0 7,4,; 2 4 513 2 11.TOO
	 2.:1x1 31.76 52:3 14.2: 555 2 7 584 2 62. It1.73tl 52.0 3'•7.0:





26.0 3!7.1!; SA6 2 A • 584 2 61.7 5.1
	 2. 1:0) 3'r_) 26.!7 59.6:) 646 2 ii 645 2 1151.75 :1
	 1.870 512 7.6 3...3'.'. 77.19
647
136
2 12 645 2 19
1.750
	 1.81 13 29A 7.6 5 t.. !Z7 2 17 135 2 161.75,.l
	 f .Ai ll 290 7.6 J7 •
3`
2 14 30 2 13
1.750
	 1.^20 296 25.0 6s,9; 319
2 35 36 -	 2 13
1.75:1






	 1.84) 295 r2G. i 4:1,!'0,7 2
34A 2 SA3.75!1	 2.!10.'0.1 3.7!7 1!::1.!1 4.7. 35^5:!z
22 34
 2 SA1.75!:	 2.t1!xl 3'.;ti 5.::' 21^ 4!:.37 5n 22 - 521 2 23S.7A:7
	 1.86!1 3:6 1!'
37 .6
7.6 St7.55 21 521 23a:'ra
	 1.88!7 290 7.6 5:7,e!; JS 2 27 30 2 2GS .Pl7p	 1.BAp 201 7.6 69.4'3 4!1 2 23 39 2 2!t2.0:1:1
	 1.AA5 295 25.:1 5.: ; 41 2 3:7 39 2 213S.Bap 296 26.0 2'.7,2:
304 2 3-' 353 31
t.a:7p	 1.88:: 295 26.1.1 2!),!;; 355355




	 i.8A0 295 Ot26..E 30.95 357
2 34 •	 353 2 31
I .0503
	 2.!7:7:7 3132 7.6 3:..3'.1 212 72.C115 -!A
2
 2
35 353 2 31
,A56	 2, i1.;:, 315 7.6 3:7.35 39 47 2 JaS.AG:1	 2.1 1.7:) 295 ' .!1 5.15 3 2 37 -	 32 2 36:	 Gt3	 2.1:1!1 3!3!1
.0 5.15 H2 4.^	 :715.19
3; 2
31.1
2 *41 351 2
1.	 1	 2. We.', 3113 26.1.1 5.Ia H2 31.1.37 3.17
2
2









:.aG 1	 2.1!76 3!11 26.!7 39.7!: 365
361 2 4:7
:.07:7
	 2.!76:7 3:7!1 7.G 5!7,4!1 2 44 341 2 4!7
...07:7
	 2'7!70 3:7:1 7.6 ?1.In
43 2 4A 42 2 47
...:'.7:7	 2.55:1 Slip '•'••	 •• 9.95
413
527
2 139 42 2 137
2.2:7 7	 2.55!7 3:1!3 1:7;.t7 3'.1.2!) 2 56 524 2 532.2:7:.	 2.55!1 399 1:7:3.7 6!7.35 526' 2 55 S24 2 532.3:111
	 2.80!) 31.15 7.6 sa.00 525 2 54 524 2 532.3.7:7	 2.8t10 3!15 7.6 70.00 24 2 58 23 2 572.35!7	 2.A:1p 291 26.1.1 1505 25 2 59 23 2 572.35:7	 2.8!7!) 294 26.0 1.15 H2 29.25 326331 3 2 325 12.35!;	 2.8!7:; 293 26.0 5.10 327 33
6 3
2.35 1.1	 2.8:70 294 26.0 20.00 329
3 325 3 1
2.350	 2.8C0a 294 26.0 20.0!1 3 4 325 3 12.35;1	 2.8!103 3103 26.0 63.00 329 3 5 325 3 72.4!7!1
	 2.8!x1 3 i3 7.6 70.510') 649 y A 6aa  3 72.a!iil
	 2.8!10') 332 7,6 33.1103 19 3 12 is 3 112.40!1






2.50!)	 2.600 330 7.6 9.9!1 672 33,00 67 3
14 -An
3 132.5w	 2.6!x1 300 7.6 9.95 03 30.06 69 3
21 66 2,.,.
2.600 330 7.6 9.95 CO 61.31 70 3 66 3 232.500
	 2.60!1 3.10 7.6 10 .!73 C' Q 61.31 6A
24





	 2.600 3!13 26,0 5.00 04 15.117 381







WATER SPCCT;A iROUPEO 67 TEMPCRATURE (CON T.)
WAVCLENGTM TEMPERATURE CELL WATCA D'{?A:ENC7 RUN L.%CATI --V
(MICRONS) (CENTIGRADE) LENGTH PRCSSUiC GAS P;CsSJdE SPCCTRUM 0ACKGROU-10
INITIAL FINAL (CM) InCNT. TAPE SEO. IDCNT. TAPE SC9.
2.5!50 2.6!10 3!13 26.0 5.15 C0 31.25 342 3 29 37A 3 25








372.760 3.!k103 3137 7.6 1!1.3:7 M2 7!1.25 53
2.760 3.VoY.) 30.17 7,6 31.513 :3 3 33 12 3 32
2.770 3.0:;0 31.15 7.6 70.!50 27 3 37 26 3 36
2.761 3.!%10 3!55 7.6 10.! 113 21 3 39 21.1 3 3A
2.780 3.!010 3005 7.6 50.'.,9 22 3 4!i Z1 i 3 3A
2.780 3.1330 3!52 26.0 5:15 33A 3 42 336 3 41,
2.780 3.!7.10 302 26.0 1!5.75 339 3 43 336 3 41
2.7A0 3.!7r•V5 3002 26.0 215.25 341 3 44 336 3 41
2.7A5 3.020 371 26.9 59.6") 651 3 46 650 3 45472.94!1 3.2010 307 7.6 31.1,") IS 3 48 14 3
2.3A0 3.2!V3 355 7.6 70; 113 29 3 50 ZA 3 49
2.38n 3.250 3133 26.0 9.95 345 3 52 343 3 51
2.9A11 3.251.1 303 26.0 2!1.!55 146 3 53 343 33
51
51Z. SAO 3.250 3112 26.!1 4!5.6'1 347 3 54 3:3
3.!7,$1 3.4 T5 35!1 101.1 .5 9. 14 533 3 58 53. 3 55
3.!V:0S 3.470 375 1!7,1:5 1G.[1 M2 50.37 535 3 59 $3: 3 55
3.00YJ 3.470 3!15 I:iG.O 3113.2113 532 .3 56 531 3 55
3.!7X0 3.4 TO 331 1075.!5 6.15 $13 3 57 53: 33
55
61.13.147 3.467 291.1 7.6 23.?5 127 3 G1 126
3.147 3.467 27.1 7.6 49.73 328 3 62 326 3 6!5
3.147 3.467 293 7.6 51.33 42 So.511 13!1 3 G4 126 3 6!5
3.147 3.467 293 7.6 69.1.5 ':9 3 63 1Z6 3 6!t
3.2'_;1 3.470 •	 3!13 26.9 1!1.!5:1 3+= 3 16 333 3 15
3.2!V13 3.47!1 364 26.0 15.413 112 30.1.69 3A7 3 19 3A3 3 15
3.2!013 3.471.1 31.54 26.0 19. Fa 3+5 3 97 343 3 15
3. 3.470 2SA. 26.0 39.A3 34G 3 3A 323 3 15
4.10U 4.6:15 298 26..i 5.1 i CM f 37.5 45'4 3 69 339 3 65








71A.IWJ 5.!iYJ 31%) 1105.01 1!1.:1 539
4.1!1!1 5.!7.7.1 3!6) :!X311 13.?l M2 42.25 54 ". 3 75 536 3 71
4.1!71 S.!VJ1 31.1#15 3!,...!5 3'15.71 5-t4 3 73 536 3 71
4190 5: ICY.) 3:C. 1''+5..5 53.: It 537 3 72 536 3 71





















5.5!50 311.5 26.0 5. +5a Co 2.1.25 3'.• 4 9 4 1
4 .4nt3 5.5!15 299 2i .!5 5.11 OX' 15.19 337 4 11, 348 4 1
4.491 5.5!50 30-2 •.!5 5.25 142 is X0 3•?1 4 7 3PA 4 1
4 ,4!;15 5.511; 31.167 26.11 1!,.215 39: 4 4 344 4 1
4 .4!;!1 5.5!,!1 31.55 2G.!i 29. 15 392 4 S 3::A 4 1
4.4!5!1 5.Sn15 304 26.5 4!1.5'1 3s,3 4 6 344 4 1
4.5!,0 5.!;4!1 2ryn 7.6 11:'1) 132 4 12 13: 4 11
' 4,5!)15 5.!:4:1 290 7.6 3.5.4'1 :33 4 13 137 4 11
4.5!53 S.!,41 271 7.G 5!5.111 134 4 14 13: 4 11
4.56,0; 5.!540 290 7.6 69.OS 135 4 i5 13: 4 11
5.!53!; 5.s:;0 3155 7.6 :!7.1 ; 137 4 17 13e 4 35
51!,:5!5 5.3:50 3!55 7.6 3:5.115 C-3e 56.!',6 142 4 39 1.1, 4 3A
5 	 'r5:i 5.S!11 3115 7,6 3!5.2.1 133 4 1A 236 4 35
5,:6113 5.3!,3 3!14 7.G 315.5 .1 112 61.25 144 4 41 141 4 .38
5.!i.,t5 5.3!53 31.54 7.6 35.65 C? 61.15 143 4 41 141 4 38
5.l1rJ 5.5!1!1 333 7.6 49 335 139 _4 36 136 4 35
.. S.SG!i 3!5!5 7.6 69.91 1415 4 37 136 4 35
5.:'.5!; 7,200!5 3!513 26.!1 1.!L7 41!1 4 • 20 4,19 4 19
5.3',!7 7.2!5:) 303 26.11 5.!1'1 411 4 21 4,59 4 19
5.3 1::5 7.2!53 3!1!5 26.3 5.1'1 112 15.22 4:6 4 26 4'50 4 19
3'5!5 26.!, 5.:1 112 3',.25 -,17 4 '7 4nO 4 19
513;7; 7.2:5!5 3i:Q 26•:1 5.21 C{12 1'1.56 414 4 24 4009 4 19
7.213:5 3!i!, 26.3 5.25 OJ 19.19 415 4 25 4!59 4 19
5.a.tt, 7.27571 3!.!1 26.'.5 1:1.:5 42? 4 ZZ 4'51 4 19
71-:5'.1 31165 26.!1 19.7. 473 4 23 4t19 4 19
7.44!1 333 26.!1 1 .!5 1 419 4 29 41A 4 2A
7.A43 3'.5[1 26.5 5.!55 421•5 4 315 41A 4 2A
7,G•5't 7.343 ?94 26.1 5.2' M2 31 .44 4?4 4 31 4-A 4 2A
1.84U 299 Z6.5 5.15 M2 15.25 4:!3 4 33 41A 4 28
7.!t5!5 7.641.1 3t;tl 26.0 17.05 421 4 31 418 4 28
7xon 7,841 299 26.0 21.10 422 4 32 416 4 28
1..'571 1.451 6!5!1 26.0 61.:1!5 661 5 2 660. 5 1
1.251 1.450 610 52.0 3S.60 597 S 4 596 S 3
1.25 1.) 1.450 611 5241 37.80 59s S 5 596 S 3
r	 1.250 1.450 610 52.0 60.81.1 599 5 6 596 5 3
1.250 1.610 600 100.0 4.91 563 5 1., 56!1 S 7
• 1.250 1.610 610 In..0 5.41 M2 40.25 564 5 15 567 5 7
3.250 1.610 600 3ty5.0 29.10 $62 S 9 561 5 7
1.250 1.610 600 100.0 59.21.1 561 5 8 $60 5 7
1.310 1.510 390 26.0 10.U.) 433 S 13 432 S 12
1.310 S.S10 600 26.0 1!1,6.1 M2 32.37 436 S 16 432 S 12r 1.310 3.510 392 26.0 20.00 434 S 14 432 5 12
1.310 1.510 595 26.0 40AYJ 435 S 1S 432 S 12
1.325 1.375 606 , 7.6 50.10 100 S 18. 99 S 17
1.325 1.373 '&06 7.6 ' 69.9'13 151 S 19 99 S 17
1.3615 1.505 590 7.6 51.00 HZ 52.69 125 1 21 124 5 20
jjm
1 WA,-;R SPCCT,A ;Ou-"-,	 ET TEMA'RATUIE (CQNT.)
WAVCLEN6TM TEMPEAATU4E CELL WATER CROONER RUN LOCATION
(41Cn4Ns) (CENT IGRA E) LVJi TM PRESSUiC GAS	 ,' .7CSsilc SPECTRUM CACKGi•?UND
INITIAL FINAL 4CM) ICCNT. TAPE SEQ. ICCNT. TAPE SCQ.
1.366 1.525 61.12 7.6 504.0 1'.74 5 23 I!73 5 22
1.306 2.521 61.12 7.6 7!1.:;.1 11,15 5 24 1!13 5 22
1.43 1.1 1,750 600 26.9 6 :1.61:1 659 5 26 656 5 25
1.440 1.700 610 52.0 31.1.01 594 5 2A 592 5 27
1.440 2.700 610 52.3 6t .6a 595 5 29 592 5 27
1.0!13 2.110 6040 315!1.0 5.!.'] 5:A 5 33 5C5 5 3:;
f .61:1:3 2.110 61103 ltv.1.0 29.03 5C, 7 5 32 565 S 30
2.6 :7!1 2.110 6tYa 111:1.!1 59.35 566 5 31 565 5 30
I.70U 2.1 1.103 600 26,0 5.61:1 112 29.57 444 6 7 437 6 1
1.7!111 2.1M1 6tv3 26.1.) 5.':,5 42 14.71 442 6 6 437 6 1




11,T3!t 2.1t1U 61.1f.1 26.01 10.013 439 6 3
1.7!1!1 2.11111 6-.10.1 26.'3 211.1113 441 6 5 437 6 2
1.100 2.1110. 6110. 26.0 39.s•S 44!1 6 4 437 6 1
1 .7tY.7 2.1tYa 61:1 $2.17 6.4'1 5A9 6 9 5 ,4 6 A
1.701:1 2.100 610 52.0 5y] 6 1t) 5AR 6 it
1.T:,'a 2,100. 610 52.01 31.1.6'] 591 6 it 5AA 6 A
• 1,750 1.620 6!73 7.6 3'.;.C.'I AA 6 13 A7 6 12
s,75!t 2.850 637 7,6 3:7..1 112 7!1.44 119 6 17 1:8 6 16
• 1.750 1.8ra 6711 7.6 5:1.73 A9 6 14 67 66
12
1.759 1.821. 6-73 7.6 711.211 9] 6 15 A7 12
1 .6: 3 1.880 6!12 7.6 30.'f.4.1 92 6 19 91 6 1A
I.ACOJ I.OFV.) 6:12 7.6 5:1.6'1 93 6 215 91 6 IA
I.0Y) 2.880 612 7.6 701.4'] 94 6 21 91 6 1A
• 1.".) 2. 0100.1 617 7,6 3;.21 lit 69.75 121 6 23 1Z:; 6 22
1.A6t) 2.01.70 6!12 7.6 361.101 96 6 25 95 6 24
1.661.1 t Y.v3 612 7.6 49.yt J7 6 C6 ?5 6 24
1 .A6t! 2.tltva 612 7.5 M. t'a 9A 6 27 95 6 24
2,100 2.550 6:31 100.7:] 29.E'.t 570 6 32 5G9 6 31
2.1tk1 2.550 61-11 2!71.0 6!7.1:1 571 6 33 5013 6 31
2.350 2.8011 596 26.11 1.!,1 4617 6 35 459 6 34
2.35!1 2.8!7!1 596 26.0 4.95 461 6 35 459 6 34
2.3511 2.81x. 596 26.0 117.!5 46Z 6 37 459 6 34
j 2.359 2:803 596 26.0 21.7.!71 463 6 3A 453 6 31
2.35!1 2.610.) 6x1 26.0 6'.7.!11 655 6 461 654 6 39
2.4.01 z.81va 6.17 7,6 161, ,; 112 71.69 115 6 47 214 6 46
^^,' 2..001 2. 8110.1 6.12 7.6 '61.25 72 6 42 71 6 al
2.4%) 2.A.*".1 602 7.6 31...3'; 73 6 43 71 6 41
2.4110 2.A:70 652 7.6 5!7.: i 74 6 44 71 6 Al
x,400 2.8:'0,•, 600 7.6 69.9', 7S 6 45 71 6 42
2.510 2.6C'03 6012 7.6 I!;.!.7 CO 32.!%6 1618 6 49 1177 6 48
2.5!1:1 2.610 602 7.6 1:7:7i O? 611.25 I!i9 6 50 1!17 6 4A
2.5:79 2.61;11 :12 7.6 11.2 , C:e 61..37 111 6 52 1317 6 4A
6!12 7.6 i.3 , C:e 3 i.' ; 11:; 6 51 1!;7 6 4A
2.5! 7 2.6!1: 506 26.9 5.:7. C:4: 15.'01.; 467 6 54 406 6 53
2.5:10 2.6:1:1 596, 26.9 5.!•'7 Cie 3 1.19 46A 6 55 • 460 6 53
2.0•:1.1 2.7:70 6:17 7.6 9.7 113 6 S7 1-:2 6 56
2.760, 3.:i:%9 6:;7 7.6 1!7.,1 , 112 71 .03 : 17 6 59 1:6 6 51%
2.7A!1 3.!7!1:7 60-2 7.6 9.9• 77 7 2 76 7 1
.74!1 3.!1:7!1 6112 7.6 3!1.!0. 7A 7 3 to 7 1
.7,16 3.:710-9 6:12 7.6 5:7.!', 79 7 4 76 7 1
347::!; 6!12 7.6 69.3: A'7 7 5 76 7 1
^ • 7::5 3. 1.141!] 6'_Y3 26.!1 1.177 447 7 7 446 7 6
'.7A7 34710 596 26.0 5.91 44A 7 8 446 7 6
3,:'21.1:; 596 26.!7 1').°7 44') 7 9 44$ 7 6
3.091.7 594 26.0 2.1:2! 45:i 7 10. 443 7 6
. 1 . 741 3,0!10 594 26.0 At7.45 451 7 11 446 7 6
' . 740, 3.17211 596 26.9 59.6o., 653 7 13 652 7 12
?z3 3.2!;!1 6[,2 7.6 31.1.'.01 A2 7 15 61 7 14
3.200 59:1 7.6 5!1.6t^ A5 7 17 64 7 16
2.3+G 3.2170s 593 7,6 70.1! A6 7 2A A4 7 Ie
3.250 596 26.!1 10.101 456 7 21 454 7 19
3.25!1 596 26.11 2!1.3.. 457 7 21 454 7 19
3.25:; 596 26.9 4!7.6,1 454 7 22 454 7 19
3.'.7 11 3.47. 6!7!2 1!;61.0 29.91. 573 1 24 572 7 23
3.:7:1.7 3.47!1 6%. 1011.0 59.4 :1 574 T 25 572 7 23
3,14!7 3.470 61.701 7.6 30.117 271 7 27 2717 7 26
1.143 3,4 7¢ 6!101 7.6 51 X0:. Z72 7 24 2711 7 26
1 ,14:1 3.4 70 601) 7.6 51.41., 42 52.31 274 7 361 2717 7 26
3,140 3.470 6:10 7.6 70.1!7 273 7 29 27} 7 26
3^2:.a 3.4 TO 6:16 26:0 1!1.00.7 4 T 7 32 469 7 31
3.::70 3.470 6-.14 26.0 20.011 471 7 33 409 7 31
3.2:3 3.470 61.14 26.0 39.85 472 7 34 469 7 31
4 ,1;17:1 5.t)LY3 6t1U lt10a.0 30.10 549 7 39 544 7 35
4.130 1.11110 630 100.0 59 A.) 550 7 43 544 7 35



























4 . 2010 S.UUO 6.15 26.0 40,40 4A1 7 48 4A%, 7 47
'	 4.4170 5.500 615 26.0 5.9:, 476 7 54 473 7 52
4 •4170 5.5ty] bas 26.0 11.Wo 475 7 53 473 7 52
4.41103 5,500 601 26.0 19.911 476 7 55 473 7 52
4.500 5.040 605 7.6 9.95 155 4 43 154 4 42.
34
Q`J WATER S,'CCTiA 61?U''C9 OT	 TCN,'ERATU?E (ONT.)
WAVCLENGTH TCW;•C7ATURE CCLL WAT=q Ci'1A7r.NER RUN LOCA71C"
( 4 1CRONS) (6CN7IGRACE) LENGTH PRCS57RC GAS	 PRESSURE SPECTRLM CACKGn>uNC
INITIAL FI NAL (CH) ICENT, TAPE SCQ. Ii.ENT. TAPE SEQ.
4,50a 54140 61.15 7,6 29.45 156 4 44 154 4 42
4.SOO 5.1.140 6:13 7.6 49.45 :57 4 45 154 4 42
4.5!)1.1 5.t140 61.3 7.6 69.3!1 154 4 46 154 4 42
5. 1.101.1 5.51.13 61.15 7.6 19.1.1.. :C1.. 4 48 159 4 47
5.1.1!.0 5.500 605 7.6 •	 29.91.1 :61 4 49 159 4 47
5.(RIO 5.310 61.17 7.6 k1.:10 072	 6!1.25 1A1 4 SS 1611 4 54
5.0150 5.300 607 7.6 3.1.3;1 H2	 6:..44 fAl 4 56 161. 4 54
5 .t,1.10 5.31.10 607 7.6 32.30 CO	 63.00 171.1 4 53 169 4 52
5.Lx10 S.5ot1 &IS 7 . 6 59.:10 162 4 51.1 159 4 47
5.Lx.O 5.51.x1 61.15 7.6 MRS 163 4 51 159 4 47
5.31.11.1 3.511] 605 7.6 10.10 165 4 SA 1C4 4 57
5.31.11.1 5.51.0 CIS 7.6 29.0 163 4 59 1G4 4 57
5.111.1 5.501.1 61.15 7.6 5!1.:15 167 4 C1.16 164 4 57
5.300 5.5tY.) 6oS 7.6 7.1.'.10 10 4 61 164 4 57
3.4t54 T.2tx1 61.14 26.0 5.:K. COO	 10.12 495 7 64 a .6 7 6:1
5.400 7.21,1 6o5 26.!1 5.'15 4A7 T 61 40,6 7 60.
5.400 7.21.1.1 605 26.0 1!1.'.11 9 A 7 62 .1 ^6 7 61.1
5.4 1.10 7.2!1.1 6.14 26.0 21.15 4A9 7 63 4A6 7 60
7.tx10 7.840 6:12 26.:1 5.110.1 492 7 66 491 7 65
7.1.!.!1 7.840 6152 25.!1 5.10.1 012	 9.94 495 T 69 4,)1 7 65
7,';XXI 7.1t4t1 642 26.5 1!1.11 493 7 67 4,:I1 7 65
7,11./0 • 7.840 652 26.0 221.15 494 7 68 491 7 65
7.41.x1 a.itY.) 603 26.0.1 5..11 49T 7 71 495 7 70
8. WK) 61.x1 26.!. 5.'T. ox	 9.94 501 7 75 4, 7 7-.•
7.40!1 a.I IM 6x.) 26.Ci 1!i.'$', 49A 7 72 4%3 7 70,
7.6:x1 a.IiY.) 6!13 26.0 2.1.'4i 499 7 7`3 4% 7 7;^
7. 81.11.1 8.2 1.10 6:1.1 26.0 45.' i$ 5!01 7 74 4 9C• 7 71.1
1.250 1.450 POP 26.5 29. SO 6G4 a 2 C12 R 1
1.25 1.1 1.450 699 MCI &a.'9 665 8 3 662 a 1
1.250 1.454 PAP 52.1.1 Is .'_'.1 601 8 5 61.11 A 4
1.251.1 1.450 Pas 52.1.1 31.'0 6:12 A 6 6:'x.1 A 4
1.25 1.1 1.450 6158 52.0 61.40 ('..3 A 7 6'.41 A 4
1.31 1.1 1.520 9000.1 26.0 211.7-15 SiA A 9 5'16 R A
1.310 1.510 91.x1 26.0 49. K. `._i9 P Ili 5!16 P R
1.324 1.370 9111 7.9 51.14.1 1'12	 51:16 253 4 65 251 4 62
1.321.1 1.370 431 7.6 49.70 251 4 63 251 4 62
Ci 1.320 1.37(l 9111 7.6 7:..35 253 4 61 ^.511 A 62
1.300 2.510 A" 7 .6 54.'5 " )2 A 12 2 31 R it
1.361.1 1.510 91M 7.6 71.1.'1 233 A 13 201 P 11
1.434 3.750 9100.1 26.'I 3.1.01. 6;tT A 15 66G P 14
s.434 1.75o 901.) 2[... 6:..'•; GSc A :C CSC A 14
1.440 1.7!x1 Pao 52.1 15.7'0 0.6 R IA &.4 8 17
1.440 1.TLY3 RA4 52.:1 3,3.'4; 6 i0 A '9 6',14 P 17
2.44!. 1.700 SA4 i?,1.i 63.40 6..7 A 2'. C i4 A 17
1. 700 2.1!9.1 Aa4 52.'1 7,50 C. A 22 C.A P 21
1.750 2.100.) Acs 52. !1 IS. 0 0 Gill R 23 6:.8 A 21
1.7 1.11.1 2.ICIO A95 52.!1 31.:9 611 a 24 6:.A R 21
1.70:1 2.1:'x,1 A95 52,! 61..':'3 612 A 25 C':.9 a 21
1.73 1.1 2. Vitt 910, 26. 1.1 14.70 :7:, A 27 CC9 P 26
1.13:1 2.15!1 910, 26.0 31.:!1 671 a 28 Cci9 8 26
1.73!1 2.1!.:1 910 26.1.1 55.!10 672 P 29 069 A 26
1.751.1 1.02:1 9t.O 7.6 294:1 295 A 31 294 A 3,.
1.75'.1 1.6211 9130 1.6 50.1^1 29G A 32. 294 P 3:1
1.75 ,0, 1.624 SK19 7.6 7!..05 237 A 33 294 A 31
1.Alt" s.6a0 9:.5 7.6 29.6'-1 2.19 P ^ 35 2914 A 34
1.080 91.15 7.6 St..29 3!01 A 36 20A P 34
1,641., 1.640 4904 7.6 69.5 3111 A 37 2^a P 34
3.A;.. 2. 11.10 898 7.6 29.:•4 3 i3 9 2 3:12 9 1
1.	 C• :5 2.109 9,51.1 7.6 R..tia 3';4 9 3 3:12 9 1
:.+C• .. 2.30!1 9:.0 7.6 '79.90 3:15 9 4 3'.2 9 1
;ap 2.370 9',;9 26.:. 6:..::1 C•A' 9 6 CA: 9 5
2.43,. 995 52.:1 3:1.6.1 C•:4 9 A 6.13 9 7
2	 ' . 2.43,, 7:1.0) 52.0 62.!-1 115 9 9 6:3 9 7
:.!51 2,61.10 91 C. 26.!1 15.3:1 674 9 11 677 9 3!1
:.351 c.AO'.) 91,. 26.,. 3!..1.1 G7[• 9 1: G77 9 10
2.35:1 2.801.1 905 26.o 6!1.70 6+1 9 13 677 9 20
2.4 1.1 1.1 2.61.03 903 7.6 29.60 42	 38.75 315 9 iA 3:.6 9 14
2 •4!1;1 2.4,10 9153 7,6 35.!.3 117 9 15 31,16 9 14
2.4015 2.8.10 903 7.6 50.1.10 315A 9 16 306 9 14
2.4u 1.1 2.8 150 903• 7.6 69.A$ 319 9 17 306 9 14
?„41 1.1 2.800 91511 52.0 2.70 622 9 211 621 9 19
2.410 2.800 430 52 .0 4.90 623 9 21 621 9 19
2.410 2.8 1.10 430 52.0 9.13 624 9 22 621 9 19
2.5,10 2. &.14 900.5	 • 7.6 2!1.19 0'72	 29.94 323 9 24 322 9 23
2.50!1 2.600 9005 7.6 10.10 CO2	 61.!16 324 9 25 322 9 23
2.6 1.10 2 JDa 9096 7.6 49.83 321 9 27 320 9 26
2.78o 3.040 905 7.6 29.80 42	 39.06 315 9 32 311 9 28
2.760 3.GO0 90.13 7.6 30.10 312 9 29 311 9 28
2.78U 3.GUO 903 7.6 50.10 313 9 3.) 311 9 28
2.780 3.000 903 7.6 69.x0 314 9 31 311 9 28
2.760 3.020 910 26.0 14.70 674 9 34 673 9 33
2.TOO 3.020 4.)5 26.0 30.60 675 9 35 673 9 33
2.780 3.020 was 26.0 $8.70 876 9 36 673 9 33
( 35
R-7356
WkTa S':CT`4, 	 C-T 1:4% AT.. : (CAT-)
WAVCLEN6T4 TEMPERATURE CELL WATER CROA:ENCR RUN LXATI!N4
IMICONS) (CENT16RACE) LCNGTM PRCSSU{C 045	 siCSSJRE SPCCT?iJ'4 GACKLi'?UN7
INITIAL FINAL (CM) 1:CNT. TAPE SEO. lt.CNT. TAPE SEO•
2.790 3.0.1a 9100.1 52.0 2.7-3 62!1 9 4!1 617 9 37
2.79 1.1 3.1.71.73 31-3 52.n 5.113 S 0 9 39 617 9 37372.791.1 3.tm 9.10 52.9 1-3.1•-3 6! 1 9 3A 617 9
2.9A-3 3.200 9.15 7.6 31,I.!13 317 9 42 316 9 41
2.9A:1 3.2173 906 7.6 49 .'.14 314 9 43 316 9 41
2.9A0 3.200 9!16 7.6 l.)..:.1 3:9 9 44 316 9 41453.Lk7 1.1 3.470 311.7 26.0 1G.113 5.13 9 46 592 9
3. Lx10 3.4 70 900 26.0 19 .A4 5:A 9 4? 51.72 9 45
3.01.x1 3.470 9013 26.0 3:5.:0 6AS 9 S1 613 9 49453.t$7-.1 3.4711 91.V.l 26.0 4t1.45 S.%5 9 4A 56.2 9
3.0xsp 3.470 9.A 26.0 60.5] 601 9 5!1 GA3 99 49523.tn'1 3.470 311 52.17 31.5;1 626 9 53 G25 523. 1.1.1.14 3.471.1 31:1 52:1 62-r,0 627 9 54 625 9
3.147 3.467 9.12 7.6 31..5 216 4 67 ^15 4 G3
3.147 3.467 9!11 7,6 49."1 42	 51.1.0.7 219 4 7!1. 215 44 66665.14? 3.467 313 7.6 Stl.! a1 217 4 6A 215
3.147 3.467 9113 7.6 70..,-3 218
4 69 215 4 63
4.4.1!1 4.520 .89A 7.6 SL7.'a I49 4 71 1•til 4 72
4.4-.11 1.1 4,521.1 91.13 7.6 71.135 :71 4 73 1 XI 4 72
4.5'.1!1 5.1.74 1.1 896 7.6 1:7.:13 184 4 7A SR3 44
74
744.50-3 5.!140 91.73 7.6 3;1.3'0 SA5 4 75 IA3
4.5.,1!1 5.CAG 9.11 7.6 5a.5a Inc 4 76 183 4 74
4.5.x1 5.!743 371 7.6 71.5-3 1:7 4 77 1::3 4 74
5.!7.x1 5.24 1.1 373 T,6 9.,)5 193 4 1.14 :9Z 4 83
5.04,1!1 5.24 1.1 96.3 7.6 311.25 171 4 95 192 4 A3
5.!x74 5.3•:x1 37.1 7.6 31.1.30 03	 59.5!1 2tA 4 81 c 12 4 79
5.1.O.x1 5.36, 1 1 37.1 7.6 ki.31 OX	 59.75 iA 4 A2 2' 12 4 79
5.1.7x1 5.3!00 3.11 7.6 311.50 M2	 59.94 2.13 4 9.i i_'12 4 79
5.!7.x1 5.24-3 9!13 7.6 S:L'-3 :95 4 A6 192 4 S3
5.!21 1.1 5.244 373 7.6 70.!70 1136 4 67 192 4 83
5.224 5.5!::1 91.13 7.6 9. n•7 117 4 Al 197 4 RA
S .220 5.5:70 373 7.6 3 7.! U :99 4 y1 197 4 8R
5.2210 5.5:7!1 903 7.6 511.15 2:10 A 91 197 4 AA
5.22:1 5.5xl 373 7.6 7.).aa 2131 4 92 197 4 RA
1.7!%!7 2.1001 9A10 26.!1 23. Z.7 r9A 4 94 697 4 93
f .70..1 2.:1.0) 980 25.9 6'.1.1%.7 G1) 4 95 697 4 03
1 TOO 2.1 Vol 99:1 52X. 34.13 035 4 97 C31 4 96.
2;7an 2.37 1.7 981.7 26.17 6.1.V0 6% A. 99 695 4 9A
2.070 2.8:x1 991.1 52.0 12.1.`.1 637 4 :51 636 4 1!7ill
2.3113 2.8 100 99.7 52:0 30.^t3 338 4 1 152 C3G 4 !tl
2.3:1-3 2.8!7] 931 52.01 61.A^ 639 4 10,3 636 4 1'.l!1
2.35!7 2.8:x1 900 26.0 23.2-3 633 4 105 692 4 1.14
2.351.1 2.8!7.1' 941.1 26..-1 6.7 . 6'01 4 1 176 692 4 164
2.781.1 3.62!7 9A-3 26.17 22.73 6'Y.; 4 v.A Gra9 4 1,117
2. 78.7 3.1.120/ 98!7 26.0 G!5.:-3 691 4 1!19 CA9 4 I!77
2.791.1 3.010 9916 52.9 12.7l3 632 4 112 63.7 4 110
2.7911 3.!71 1.1 971 52.9 V.i.`•7 637 4 111 63!1 4 11:1
2.79!1 3.!11!1 9`0.7 52.!7 611I.('1 C33 4 213 03.1 4 71!1
3.!k7.1 3.470 974 26.115 22.111 cal 4 115 GAG 1 114
3.91.19 3.47:1 97A 26.!1 6!i.:-3 GAA 4 116 GA6 4 114






CWAININO F '? EI:•N OASES
WAVCLEN'vTM TEMPEiATUIC CE'l_: WAT''7 1.i'?A;^.l=i R0 ^.'xATD?N
(MICRONS) (CENTIGRADE) LENOTM PRCSSJRE OAS PiEssulc 'SPECTRUM EACKL:.-UND
INITIAL FINAL (CM) 1:_NT. TAPE SED. IO NT. TAPE SEp.
1.250 1.611) 6130 10!1.0 5.40 M2 4!1.25 564 5 I3 561.1 5 7
1.311!1 1.450 3:)1.) 100:1 5 . r-0 112 "', . ',6 51) 1 13 SIR 1 11
1.310 1.510 600 26.15 Io cl15 147 32.37 A. 5 16 432 5 12
1.325 1.370 302 2610 1!1.20 M2 3:.116 372 f la 368 1 14
1.32!1 1.370 901 7.0 51.!x1 M2 5:.!.6 253 4 65 25!1 4 62
1.325 1.385 297 7.6 St).5:1 M2 '?.5G :3 1 23 62 1 22
1.36!1 1.510 30.13 26.5 3.1.1..5 +2 3.i.a7 377 1 28 373 1 24
1360 1.5!15 591.) 7.6 Si .!;0 M2 52.69 125 5 21 324 5 2•)
1.371 1.530 297 7.6 49.47 42 52.75 61 1 33 60 1 32
1.70.1] 2.1t11 61.R1 26.0 5.!1e M2 14.75 44: 6 6 437 6 1
1.70.1 2.1!41 697 26.!1 5.!a) 42 1-9.37 444 6 7 437 6 1
1.750 1.870 31.12 7,6 35.37 M2 71.19 46 2 17 45 2 16
1.750 2.COX Sva 1013.0 5.17 M2 4!).37 523 2 25 521 2 23
1.75!1 1.850 6137 9 6 /7 118 6 16
1	 :1.83 2.tY.Ya 6(17 7.6 3.1.: a •+•: 60.75 121 6 23 12!1 6 22
1.850 2.110.) 312 7.6 3:).v] M2 72.!11 4A 2 39 47 2 38
1.0660 2.100 31M 26.0 5.15 42 15.19 306 2 45 361 2 49
1.•1.6:1 2.1:03 3!11 MI) 5.!06 N2 3.1.37 y7 2 46 351 2 4t)
2.350 2.8!13 294 26.0 I.:S a 29.25 331 3 6 325 3 1
2.4!.0 2.8!Ya 310 7.6 31.1.fra 1i2 72.31 31 3 14 31 3 13
2.4 1.11 2.8!03 6.17 7.6 19X".) 42 71.69 115 6 47 114 6 46
2.4:1:) 2.8!%1 953 7.6 29.1•:) 112 0..75 3:1.1 9 IA 3136 9 14
2.76'1 3X!0.0) 357 7.6 1.111.: i .0 .7!7o.25 53 3 35 52 3 34
2.76:) 3•!:3'.) 61.17 7.6 1!1.!:5 M2 71.69 117 6 59 116 6 So
2.7a0 3.!173 91.15 7.6 29. A l.) w 39.!)6 315 9 32 311 9 28
3,0~11 3.470 30.11 11.0)..1 1!).43 w 5!1.37 535 3 59 531 3 55
3.14.) 3.470 6tY.1 7.6 51.':1 !C 52.31 271 7 S.4- 27!. 7 26
3.1:7 3.467 293 7.6 51.15 11. 50.5!) 13.) 3 64 126 3 69
31147 3.467 911 7.6 49.^a Le 51.!13 c'19 4 7!) 215 4 66
3.2:.0 3 . 470 30A 26.0 1!1,411 H4- 3•).69 3 A T 3 19 3A3 3 15
4.itYa 5.0703 300 1018,1.1 10.3.1 142 42.25 5•:0.) 3 75 536 3 ?1
4.4!05 5.5tY3 3!)t 26.7 S.-) !4-2 15.!11 334 4 7 3AA 4 1
4.4 1.11 5.500. 36#2 26.0 4.05 0.0 31.69 315 4 A 3AA 4 1
5.!p.Y1 5.3x3 317,4 7.6 30.53 t_ E1.25 144 4 41 143 4 38
t	 5.:vY3 S.3 )0 607 7.6 3!1.3.1 Ic C11.44 :`:2 4 56 1A!. 4 54
~	 5X!1'1) 3.3.1 9.11 7.6 31.5'7 11' SS1.54 233 4 A:) 2:12 4 79
7.2.0.1 30.%) 26.7 5.11.1 !42 15.12 416 4 26 4!•19 4 19
S.4t.;t 7.2.Y3 3105 26.1.1 5.10 IL 31.25 417 4 27 41.,9 4 19
7,!103 7.840 299 26.!) S.:5 10 15.25 423 4 33 418 4 2A
7.!;113 7.840 298 26.!) 5.:1 11. 31.14 424 4 34 41A A 2A
2.5!ltl 2.601} 3:11 7.6 9.95 0:, 3•..'.6 1.9 3 23 66 3 21.1
2.500 2.6.10 3100.1 7.6 9.SS C) 61.31 71 3 24 66 3 21.1
2.51) 2.600 3:.3 26.0.) 5.6.1 C) 15.11;; 351 3 2S 37A 3 25
2.5 1.10 2.689 31.13 ZG.!) 5.:. C) 3:.^S 3a^ 3 29 378 3 25
2.5:17 2.61 19 6:;2 7,6 :) Q? 32.:16 1:;:1 6 49 107 6 4A
2.5!11 2.6!111 Gt.2 7.6 IGX-1 0? 64-1.25 1:.9 6 5t. 107 6 4A
4.3.10 5.IlKl 299 26.0.. 0.1.1 G:• 5.!11 4.17 3 A:. 4:.6 3 79
4.33!) S.S:rt 299 26.:1 0 .9 C•-^ 11.!.6 "•y 3 y1 4':di 3 79
4.3.:) 5.1!17 6!7,2 7.6 0.9 r', 1.X88 7 `13 2A1 7 49
4.3.;:. 5.1!1!1 6!.3 7.6 0.0 G? 7 51 2A1 7 49
4X35; 5.1t.:1 9:11 7.6 9.0 ^', I'L''r; 9 59 2A4 9 58
4 .3.19 5.1'.;:1 899 7.6 '.4- .: i '? ..19 9 C:) 2A4 9 58
4.401.1 5.5 1.11.1 31.11 26.!1. S.';a C•? 2L25 510 4 9 3AA 4 1
5.t7, 5.3.)7 31.14 7,6 31.11.611 G? u1 .75 143 4 4!1 143 4 38
5.c.:;:1 5.3:1:1 6.17 7.6 31.3. f? '•5.'1'1 4 53 169 4 52
5.0.:;) 5.3'.0.:) 9!11 7.6 311.31 f'? 50..%') 2. 4 Al 2!12 4 79
S.s:;:1 7.::;:1 3:11.1 26.0 5.21, CO 11).19 415 4 25 4!19 4 .	 19
2.169 310 111).0 !1.0 CCf 7,.517 555 2 51 554 2 50
2.16:1 31.,0 10.'1.0 !..n C:^ 1.12.25 556 2 52 554 2 50
1.X91:( 2.2:7-.1 6%1 !0.):1.:. !4-.!i 1.:Q 7.:`.10.1 55^. 6 4-.9 557 6 28
1.9.):1 2.2:1!( 6'5!1 1!19.0 ti. fl 0:? 14!).99, 559 6 SO $57 6 28
'.50.;!1 2.6!.!1 3:):1 7.6 9.9'. C?2 311.!10 67 3 21 66 3 20
2.45'1 2.6:11.( 3!PI 7,6 10.t) i C?" 61.33 6a 3 22 66 3 hl
2.5:11 2.6.'; 3..3 26 .!. 5."". C '2 1 S . 1 v. 379' 3 26 37A 3 25
2.6'.'.!1 3:13 26.0 S .!i , C?2 Yo. 1, 9 3A', 3 27 378 3 25
2.5:.0 2.600 6!12 7.6 10.3t) 0?2 31.11.5 0 113 6 51 107 6 46
:r.0..5 2.6 ,50 61.12 7.6 1!1.2!) 012 6:1.37 111 6 52 187 6 48
.'.5:;'3 2.600 596 26.0 5.!at 02 15X!.0 467 6 54 466 66
53
532.51:1 2.600 596 26.0 5.t0. C ? 31.19 46A 6 55 466
2 )600 91.15 7.6 30.1ti C:'2 29.94 321 9 24 322 '9 23
2.600 955 7.6 10.3!1 C':2 G! :16 324 9 25 322 9 23
4 ,6110 5.LIM) 6013 10:1:5 0:a M2 SOX-6 545 7 56 544 7 35
4,((1.0.1 5.0'10 6015 10!..0 0.7 Cl2 73.5!1 546 7 37 $44 7 35
4.0(;0 3.tYa0 but) I.W.0 0.0 O-V 14A.t1:) 547 7 38 544 7 35
4.1 100 4. WO 299 26.0 0.0 OX 0.94 41.17 3 66 399 3 65
4.100 4.600 298 26.0 .	 5.10 Ov 1.00 4':.1 3 69 399 3 65
1	 4 Su0. 4.600 299 26.0 10 . 15 ODE S .cm 4!,5 3 70 399 3 65
4.100 4.600 299 26.0 0.0 092 3.19 4!11 3 67 399 3 65
4.100 4.600 296 2i•O 0.0 C9t 6.06 4113 3 88 399 3 65
4.101 S.tY.10 300 1!0).0 0.0 CIE 12.(73 542 3 77 536 3 7f
4.100 S . EY,70 3130 100.0 0.0 OX ?4.69 541 3 76 536 3 71
4.155 5.0.10 300 1(Ya.0 0.0 Ov 1:17,8 7 543 3 78 536 3 r 
4.100 4.600 497 7.6 14.97 Ox -	 3.00 too 7 46 275 7 .	 41
R-7356	 37
^. SPCCTgA CON/AINING F7iC1:N GASCs
WAVCLCNGTM TCMPCgATVSE CCLL 4AT:g rA LOCATI N
CACtGk?UW
1M1CnXISI ICCNTIGWAZO LCNGTM PACSSJ4: GAS iii:55^iE S CCTiUy
TAPE SC-1 KENT. TAPC SCO.INITIAL FINAL ICM1 11:41. .
4,100 4.600 597 7.6 7.50 O1. 3.:'.6 273 7 45 275 7 41
4 . 100 4.603 595 7.6 f3 CL 3.`- 1 2?0 7 42 275 77
41
4,100 4.Ooo 597 7.6 15 c-e C..25 2'7 7 43 275 7
41
414.100 4.600 596 7.6 O.'.i C,:c 9.5:i 27A 7 44 275
4.100 4.800 605 26.0 0.l5 C-"C 01.94 4A3 7 57 482 77
56
56




482 7 564.100 4.600 605 26.0 n.!5 GHQ 5.:;6 AM24 9 56 287 9 554.100 4.6!10 solo 7,6 01.11 C?c 3.1.10 9 5$4.1nn 4.600 9010 7.6 0.01  C_12 6.19 2905 9 57 287
4.400 5.5t13 299 26.0 5.:1 c 101.19 397 4 101 388 4 1
5,t1,;o; 5.300 3135 7.6 30.0 CC SG.!5G 142 4 39 141 4 38545.Gthl 5.300 607 7.6 301,,,0 C:Q 601.25 'Al 4 55 1 A 4
5 n 13 5.300 9.13 7.6 &E, `1 C 7C 59.75 21:.8 4 62 202 4 79,
5.4 1.50 7.200 300 26.0 5.23 C?2 101.56 414 4 24 4019
4 19
5,4001 7.2013 801 26.0 5.!;3 :v 1!1.12 4'11 7 64 4AG 77
60
65I.:r.'.0 ,7.840 6132 26:3 S.'.3 C:C 9.94 495 7 69 491 7 7017 , am) 6.100 Eno 25.0 5.1.3 C:2 9.94 Sts l 7 75 496
I
a
:1a:^:li .1^1A n :^^ n n^-t.»n:^4zi,u«1^r..^r «i^^.^ti^'_
i A'JN ISTCATI ?N 1NCEt
SPECTium CACKG i }JY^ SPE C T4um CACRS ^ ^J'i;














157 t 43 154 4 42


























102 4 SO 359 4 47


























167 4 60 164 4 ST






















2 13 IA2 4 56 1A:1 4 54






























47 1A9 4 y1 191.) 4 72
4A 2 39 47 2
36
3A
191 4 73 1ry.1 4 72
33 3 35 52 3 34































22A 4 A9 137 4 AA
61 1 33 61 1 32
199 t 9.1 197, 4 AA
63 1 23 62 1 22
2:1U 4 91 197 4 P.A
65 3 31 64 3 S i
2111 4 92 197 4 ra






















Z:;A A A2 2 ;2 4 Try
70 3 24 66 3 211
216 4 67 215 4 66
72 6 42 71 6 41
























41 251 4 63 250, 4 62
77, T 2 76 7
41 252 4 64 250 4 62
7A 7 3 76 7 11 253 4 65 25:1 4 62




















Zl6 7 42 275 7 41




























282 7 Sq 2".1 49
94 6 2: 91 6 lot
ZA3 7 51 291 7 49
96 6 Z5 95 6 24
2AS 9 59 2A4 ry 5A
97, 6 26 95 6 24
ZA6 9 61,1 284 9 50
9A 6 27 95 6 24
ZA9 9 56 ZA7 9 55
S 38 99 5 S 7
291 9 S7 2a7 9 SS
S 19 99 5 17
292 s 12 291 A 11
is 1.4 S 23 11.13 5 22
293 a Q 291 A 31
:.5 5 24 I	 103 S 22
295 8 31 293 A 3.;










3:;f:i3 6 511 137 6 4A













3:14 9 3 3:;2 9












1.': 6 23 1.211, 6 22 -	 - 33m
--19 16 3G6 9
:4




17 31016 9 141.27 3 61 126 3 60 310 9 is 31.1,6 9 14iZe 3 S2 126 3 60 312 9 29 311 9 28129 3 E.3 126 3 61.1 313 9 30 311 9 2A13:; 3 64 326 3 611. 314 9 31 311 9 2A132 4 12 131 4 11 US 9 32 311 9 2A133 4 13 131 4 11 317 9 42 316 9 41134 4 14 .;31 4 11 318 9 43 316 9 41135 4 25 131 4 11 319 9 44 316 9 41137 4 17 136 4 35 321 9 2T 320 9 26136 4 is 136 t 33 323 9 24 322 9 23139 4 36 136 4 35 324 9 23 322 9 23340 4 37 136 4 35 1126 3 2 325 3 1142 4 39 141 4 38 327 3 3 325 3 1143 4 -In 141 4 39 326 3 4 325 3 1144 4 41 141 4 36 329 3 5 325 3 1135 4 43 154 4 42 331 3 6 325 3 1
R-7356 39.
RUN (CY0.1`
S'ECTtJ4 f3ACRG:'.UN^, SPECTRUM CACKvi V4D
inNT. WE SE4. ima . TAFE SEO • 3GCNT. TAPC SCl. 1CCNT.
TAPE SC9.























463 6 36 450 6 34
347 3 54 343 3 51 467 6 54 466 6 53
349 2 i9 346 2 16 46A 6 55 466 6
53
350 2 20 346 2 16 4  T 12 7 33
















33 353 2	 - 31 476 f 54 47lk 7 52





357 2 3S 353 2 31 4el T 46 aP!1 T 56
362 2 41 361 2 4.1 A^$ T 57 4A2 T 56
3G ! 2 42 361 2 4,1 4A4 7 S6
40Q
T 56
3C4 2 43 361 2 At) 4AS T 59 aAt T E_1365 2 44 361 2 4;1 48T 7 61 4a6 t fpl
306 2 45 361 2 4:1 4 A 7 62 :P6 t EU
36? 2 46 361 2 4U 469 7 63 4P6 7 6t1
369 1 is 308 1 14 490 7 64
4196
7 C.
37+1 3 i6 36A 1 14 492 7 66
4Sf1
t 05
373 s 17 36A f 14 493 7 67
4;1;
372 3 16 3ZA S 14 494 T 6A 491
T 65




375 1 26 373 1 2424
497











499 7 73 4>0 1 7.t
379 3 26 376 3 25 S:1!1 7 74 1996 7
7!',
3A;1 3 27 378 3 25 St13 T 75 496 7
7!'.
45
SA: 3 26 37A 3 25 5:13 9 46 5!2• 3
3A2 3 Z9 37A 3 25 51.4 9 47 5512 9
3A4 3 16 3A3 3 15 SOS 9 48 5:12 9 45
3AS 3 17 3.43 3 SS 51.18 6 9 St16
6 A
366 3 36 343 3 i5 599 6 11.1 5!6 A PA
3AT 3 19 3P3 3 15 Sit 1 9 sit) 3
3A9 4 2 utt 4 t 512 1 1o. 51:1 1 P
391.1 4 3 340% 4 1 534 2 2 513 22
3
S
391 4 4 3:;41 4 1 515 2 34
533














4 6 3199 4 1 3211 1 13 53A 1 11




















2 54 5Z4 2 534!r.1
4;13 3 6T 399 3 65 526 2 55 524 2
'53
4.13 3 6A 339 3 65 527 2 lo6 524 23
53
55414 3 69 399 3 65 532 3 5E 531 3 554!15 3 l0 399 3 65 533 3 57 531 55
4t;T 3 eU 4:16 3 79 134 3 54 531 3
4t1A 3 e1 4!16 3 T9 535 3 ::9 53: 33
55
714it) 4 2!1 4:19 4 19 931 72T3
530













3 74, 536 3 71412
413 • 23 4;19 4 19 5411 3 75 535 3 7:
414 4 24 0	 4;19 4 19 5191 3 76 536 33
71
71
435 4 25 CIS 4 33 542 3 77 536 714:6 • 26 459 4 19 $41 3 Ie 536 37 354;7 • 27 4t15 4 19 54S T 36 544
4 29 41* 4 2A SO T 31 $44 7 31)
4 3:1 416 4 2A 547 t 3A 544 7 35
-_1 4 31 41A 4 2A 549 t 39
544 7 35
a	 +' 4 32 41A 4 2A 551.1 T t." 544 7 35
4^3 4 33 47A 4 24 555 2 51 554 2 5c;
4 ;4 414 4 2A 556 2 S2 $Sa 2 5:1
433 S 13 432 S 12 $S6 6 29
_
557 6 2P
434 S 14 432 5 12 559 6 30 557 6 2e
435 S is 432 S 12 561 3 6 560 5 7
4 3 5 5 16 432 S 12 562 5 9 S6 1.i 5 7
43A 6 2 417 6 1 563 S 10 s6!i 5 1
439 6 3 437 6 1 S64 5 11 56!1 5 7
44'.1 6 4 437 6 1 566 S 31 565 5 315
441 6 S OF 6 1 566 S 32 565 5 30,
442 6 6 437 6 1 566 S 33 565 5 31.1
- 444. 6 T 43? 6 1 S70 6 32 569 6 31
447 T t 446 f 6 5t1 6 33 569 6 31
446 T 6 446 7 6 $73 7 24 572 7 23
[	 ry 449 7 9 446 T 6 5t4 7 25 572 7 23
`.• 4SU t to 446 7 6 5TG s s Sts 1 4
ASS 7 is 446 7 6 STS 3 6 575 1 4
456 T to 454 7 19 519 1 7 S7S 1 4
457 7 21 454 7 19 Set I. 3T Soo 1 36
40I X7356 '' •I ^
1




SEQ. KENT. TAPE $EQ.
5A2 1 3A 5 s 1 36
SAS 1 39 5A.i 1 36
SAS 2 7 544 2 6
SAG 2 6 544 2 6
Se p 2 9 544 2 6
SAS 6 9 544 6 6
591.1 6 it) 5Ae 6 6
591 6 11 5AA 6 6
594 5 26 592 5 27
595 5 29 592 5 27
597 5 4 596 5 3
596 5 5 596 5 3
599 5 6 596 S 3
GM 6 S 6:k1 6 4
602 6 6 6:.1 0 4
61.13 6 7 6tV} 8 4
&IS 6 16 GOA 6 17
6:16 6 19 VA 6 17
607 6 20 6.0 P 17
619 A 22 619 6 21
619 6 23 N_ia 6 21
611 6 24 6^18 6 21
612 6 25 N.A A 21
614 9 e 613 9 7
1 15 9 9 613 9 7
016 9 38 617 9 37•
619 9 39 617 9 37
6211 9 4; 617 9 37
622 9 2!5 621 9 19
623 9 21 621 9 19
624 9 22 621 9 19.
626 9 53 625 9 32
627 9 54 625 9 52
629 4 316 628 4 i37
631 4 111 631 4 130
632 4 112 631, 4 119
633 4 113 631.7 4 11:5
635 4 97 634 4 96
637 4 1!ii 636 4 150i
63A 4 1!:2 C3S 4 1t75
639 4 1'.:3 636 4 1:71
641 1 2 C-4 3 1
642 1 3 6•' 1 1 1
644 1 35 C=3 4 34
645 2 1: Ca5 2 11 fl
6.+7 2 12 645 2 1!5
649 3 A C<A 3 7
651 3 46 65.1 3 45
653 7 13 652 7 '2
655 6 4:i 654 6 33
659 5 26 65A 5 25
661 5 2 66:1 5
664 A 2 6:2 A i
665 6 3 662 A 1
667 6 15 616 A 14
66A A 16 6F6 A
67:1 A 27 6C^ 9 2C
671 6 2F 669 A 26
672 A 29 6b9 A <s
674 9 34 673 9 33
675 9 35 673 9 33
676 9 31, 673 9 33
67A 9 11 677 9 19
679 9 22 677 9 11.1
6Ao 9 13 617 9 i
6A2 9 6 641 9 5
6A4 9 SG 683 9 49
GAS 9 51 6v3 9 t9
687 4 115 $56 4 114
6AA 4 its 686 4 114
69U 4 1VIA ^ 9 4 107
691 4 109 6 4 1::7
693 4 11.15 692 4 104
694 4 106 692 4 104
696 4 99 695 4 90
696 4 S4 697 4 93
699 4 93 697 4 93
r^
i
J
t
t
I
C+
8-7356 41
